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Adolescence...an awkward time in your life when you have an abundant amount of
energy, hormones are amuck, relationships are budding, identities are forming, rebellion
flourishing, developmental changes, boundaries are being explored, and a passion to
conquer dreams. It sounds captivating and exciting but it's a time of life that rnost adults
would'not want to return to if given the opportunity. Adolescent years can be an influx of
the best of times and the worst of times. It is filled with numerous emotional, physical,
and mental changes beginning at infhncy. As teens learn to hamess this energy and
handle these experiences, their life can be Iaden with stress and uncertainty. It is no
secret that some of the decisions teens make present a challenge to parents, school
systems, communities, and ultirnately, our society. Today's students need to be
equipped with fundamental character traits. For youth, these traits are not always readily
apparent and easy to grasp or learn.
The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine the concept of character education
and how it fits in thc home environment as well as the school environment. The research
is based on a case study of a suburban school and the perspectives of parents, educators,
students, and administration in regards to character education,, its definition, purpose,
current programming, Ievel of importance) and the direct/indirect impact character
education has on students.
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Introduction
t'Character is power." - Booker T. Washington
It was a cool, brisk Tuesday morning in April. All across town, children were
waking up to do their regular morning routine in order to get to school on time. The
feeling of regularity would soon tailspin into chaos only to leave the world wondering
what just happened. What started out as an ordinary morning would soon go down in

history as the most extraordinary occurrence in a school setting up to date. Two young
boys left for school on that Tuesday morning with no intention to learn algebra,
chemistry, or geography. These students were not remembering their lessons or
assignments lrom the previous day but only concerned with being remembered by many

in a much diffbrent way. Each of them drove in separate cars and parked in strategic
spots in the parking lot in order to see the windows of the cafeteria. The pair met at one

of their cars, put on trench coats and armed thernselves, not with a backpack full of heavy
textbooks, but with a duffel bag loaded with 20 pouncl propane bombs. They walked

nonchalantly into the school building and placed the bags in the corner of the lunch room
that was hustling and bustling with hundreds of socializing teens. They met back by

their cars when the initial plan had foiled because the bombs would not detonate. The
two boys loaded another duflbl bag with two sawed-off shotguns and a semi-automatic

pistol and without hesitation, walked towards the cafeteria to carry out the second part of
their plan. In less than 90 seconds, the two boys sprayed gunshots at students seated
outside the entrance doors, students walking up a staircase just inside the entrance, and at
students walking down the hallway. The two boys met up again in the cafeteria and tried

to shoot at students standing near the soccer fleld. They also shot at the police officers
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who had just arrived on the scene. The pair proceeded down the hallway shooting at
anyone they saw and threw pipe bombs into open classroofirs. When they entered the

library, they demanded certain students to stand up. The two boys wsre in search of a
cefiain group of students that day-a group of students wearing white caps. White caps,
at this school, were traditionally worn by sports teams and

it was this group that would

later admit to teasing, bullying and ridiculing these two young men. Students tried to
remain inconspicuous while quietly huddled in corners, against desks, and between
bookcases in order to save their

life. When no one stood up from the command, they

shot

over, under, and through desks and tables for the next 5 minutes killing and injuring
several students. Bullets were fired into student's heads, backs, and chests causing

injuries and death in record time. The library was a scene of listless bodies, indescribable
injuries, and pools of blood. Standing amongst the bloody mess, the two boys joked
about being bored with shooting people and that maybe they should knife students

instead. They left the scene', aimlessly walking in the hallways, shooting at random
things and taunting students locked in classrooms. The killing came to a screeching halt
when the two boys decided to go back into the library where they drew the guns on
themselves and committed suicide. Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold had a plan that day, in

their mind, to make the world a better place.
In one hour, an ordinary day turned into something way out of the ordinary...one
hour, twelve student causalities, one teacher causality and twenty-four students injured.
Just like thc bullets shot from the gun, lack of moral judgment and ethical behavior went

out the window that day. Unfbrtunately, this is not a script liom a bad horror frlm or

violent video game but instead is true accounts ofthe Columbine High School massacre

Z

in Jefferson County, Colorado. Aside from the most recent tragedy at Virginia Tech
Columbine is considered one of the deadliest school shootings in United States history.
Since the shooting, "Colurnbine" has become a household name for a school shooting and

sadly this is not an isolated event.
The tragic event left our nation shell-shocked, wrestling with very tough questions

like how could these students kill other students and why didn't anyone see this coming.
The boys' character, values, morals, and ethics came into question as many pondered

what went so wrong fbr these two boys. Since 1999., other locations have experienced
such heinous events, maybe not to the magnitude of Columbine, but just as community-

shattering. Conyers, GA, Deming, New Mexico, Lake Worth, FL, Renton, WA,
Clendale AZ, Santee, CA, Gury, IN, Cold Springs, MN, and Randallstown, MA are just
some locations that have been haunted by teen violencc of varying degree. Hundreds

of

other locations all across America can be listed among these schools but with different

endings. Frequently, close calls have sprinkled the news but thanks to student awareness,
harmf-ul situations have been kept at

bay. Students have chosen to step up and report

possible threats in order to keep their school, classmates, and community safe. With the
help of character education, students can develop ethical and moral behavior and learn
strategies to make positive choices that

will impact their school and community,

On the other end of the very long spectrum of teenage behavior is a very different

story. A twelve year old Canadian boy with sandy blonde hair picked up a newspaper
one day and read a story that changed his

life. The story told of a vivid account about a

boy who lived in Pakistan and was killed because he tried to inform the general public
about the horriflc working conditions that children had to endure while working in certain
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industries. After reading the article, he made it a mission to learn as much as he could
about human rights, so with the reluctant permission of his parents, he traveled to South

Asia to see first-hand what child labor was really

like. He was so moved by his

experience he wrote a book detailing his accbunts titled, Free the Children.

When he returned home, he was passionate about identifoing a way to help the
kids he had met in South Asia. With a group of his twelve-year-old friends, he founded
an organization called Kid:; Can Free the

Children The organization linked schools in

North America and Europe to children in underprivledged areas. His initiative created an
incredible response of schools sending health kits, blankets, clothes, money, chairs,
desks, and school supplies to war-torn locations. As Free the Children continued to

grow, this twelve-year old innovator and pioneer traveled the world, meeting with
celebrities and world leaders, such as Mother Teresa, to increase the organization's

recognition and drum up additional support. He believed that educating the general
public about the plight of these children was top priority. The organization not only
educates adults but also helps empower students to want and achieve a better

life. Free

the Childrenhas grown to over 100,000 involved youth in over 35 countries. It has

grown to be the largest international network of children helping other children.

(www.freethechildren.org) The founder of this powerful organization is Craig

Kielburger. Craig realized that even as a teenager he could make a difference and in turn
educate other children to learn they too can make a difference in the

world. Craig

continues to lead this organization but has now trained the next generation of l}-yearolds who have a vision to make a worldly difference. Kielburger was quoted to say at a
recent Nobel Peace forum, that:
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Peace is a culture that we create by putting

it in the curriculum for young

people, through creating this next generation where young people, get a chance to
go across boarders, across cultures, to learn more about each other's life, to create
a global colrununity, and learn about opportunities

for helping others. We need to

invest in peace and tolerance training (Kielburger, 1999,
www. freethechildren. org).

Craig Kielburger had a plan that day, in his mind, to make the world a better

place. The plans of Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold and Craig Kielburger were two totally
different plans, both affecting the lives of adolescents all over the world. What is the
character of these three individuals and why is it so drastically different?
Adolescence...an awkward time in life when you have an abundant amount

of

energy, hormones are amuck, relationships are budding, identities are fbrming, rebellion

flourishing, developmental changes, boundaries are being explored, and a passion to
conquer dreams. It sounds captivating and exciting but it's a time of life that most adults

would not want to return to if given the opportunity. Adolescent years can be an influx
the best of times and the worst of times because

of

it is filled with nuffrerous emotional,

physical, and mental changes since infancy. As teens learn to harness this energy anrl
handle these experiences, their Iife can be laden with stress and uncertainty. How are

today's teens faring while they transition from children to adults? The next section will
attempt to answer that difficult question by providing a synopsis on teen trends and the
current status of teen behavior.
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Teen Trends
Raising children, along with teaching thern, is by far one of the most challenging,
yet fulfilling, roles in

life. Unfortunately, there are no easy answers or guidelines to some

of the more complex aspects of parenting and teaching. It is no secret that some of the
decisions teens make present a challenge to parents, school systems, communities, and

ultimately, our society. Newspapers and evening news channels headline many stories

of

students involved in destructive, violent, and/or risky behavior. It is commonplace to see,

killings, physical attacks, robberies, attempted arson, and fights between children that end
in tragedy as headline news.
Despite the headlines, the profile of America's adolescents is not altogether bleak.
The current status is both positive and negative. The fbllowing data, taken from the
Smart and Good High School (2005) report, breaks down several performance and moral

indicators with both the good news and the bad news.

Civic engggemcnt
Good news - Among college-hound high school students, there has been a decade-long
increase in volunteerism. One-third of 2003 entering freshman students said "keeping
up-to-date with political affairs" is an important lifb goal, reversing a three-decade
decline.

Bad news - Most of the reported rise in youth volunteerism is episodic rather than
crngoing. Voting among 18-24 year olds has declined by l5olo since 1972 (though it
improved in the 7004 presidential election.) On a rccent National Asscssment of
Educational Progress, only 9% of high school seniors could list two ways that a
democratic society benefits {iom citizens' active participation.
Academic honesty
Good news - When high schools have an honor code, students are significantly less
likely to cheat.
Bad news - Trend data show that cheating has steadily increased at every educational
level, including high school, in recent decades.
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Vio lcnce
Good news - Most violent-related behaviors among U.S. high school students decreased
from 1991 to 2003.

Bad news - One in three high school students reported being involved in a physical fight
in 2003. Homicide deaths among 15 to l9 year old U.S. males are five times higher than
in Canada. Nearly half of all students belong to high school organizations report being
subjected to hazing.
Suicide
Good news - After tripling between I960 and 1 991, suicide among l5 to l9 year olds
began to decline between 1990 and 2000.

Bad news - About 20 percent of U.S. teens say they have seriously considered suicide in
the past year. According to the U.S. Centers of Disease Control, suicide is the thud
leading cause of death fbr 1 5 to 24 year olds, surpassed only by car accidents and
homicide.
Drug. tobacco, and alcohol use
Good nerrys - According to the 2003 Monitoring the Future Suruey, illicit drug use
among 8t", lOth, and l2th grade students showed decline fbr ali three prevalence periods
(lifetime, past 12 months, past 30 days) Broad declines in illicit drug use included
decreases in rnarijuana and ecstasy for all three grades and prevalence periods.

Bad news - About one-quarter of 12th graders are current smokers. Seventy-seven
percent havc consumed alcohol by the end of high school, 58% of 12th graders report
lraving bcen drunk at least once in their life; and one in three teens say they engage in
binge drinking (five or more alcoholic drinks within a few hours) at least once a rnonth.
Sexual activity

Cood news - The number of high schooi students who say they have never had sexual
intercourse rose by eight percent between l99l and 2001 and in 2001 became a majority
(54% boys, 51% girls, 5l%) for the first time in25 years. Nearly a third ol.those who
have had intercourse say they are "currently abstinent."

Bad news - The U.S. teen btrlh rate remains one of the highest among developed nations.
Teens and young aclults account for almost half of-all STD cases. Eleven-and-one-half
rnillion teens (45%) say they have fi-iends who regularly view and download pornography
Iiorn the Intcrnet. (Lickona, 2005, p. 4).
Analyzing this data, one might say that the shape of our current teenage
population is actually good. In fact, some of the trends show a promising change but it

is
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not only important to look how far we've come but from where we've mme. In the
grand scheme of things, are the statistics still high? Are the numbers still compelling? Is
there an inverse affect that reveals itself when one area decreases? For instance, violence
has decreased but

bullying has increased. While students may be puttrng down their fists,

they have replaced the fists with their words. Verbal bullying with the computer or cell
phone has added an interesting component to bullying. The numbers can give reason for

both concern and optimism. Can character education help change these statistics in a
positive direction?

Character education is a process that allows students to explore, comprehend,
discuss, and model values that a community deems necessary and worthwhile for the
betterment of society. By definition, character education sounds like the answer to

utopia. Uniquely, character education fits in both sectors of good news and bad news

statistics. It

is a mistake to think that character education is the only way to make

positive societal changes. It is also unwise to think that character education has no place
in reducing societal problems.
When it comes to teen behavior we may not be able to pinpoint 'typical' activities
but one thing we know for sure is that no matter what size community, the diversity

of

student population, or the socioeconomic status of the district, negative teen behavior can
happen anywhere. It is no secret that over the past decade we've seen a wave

of

destruction afflongst the teen generation. Many people feel that the very fiber of our
youth is deteriorating. If that is true, who, or what is to blame for these concerning
trends?

I

Throughout history, three larger social institutions have shaped the conscience
and character of the next generation

-

the family, the school, and religion. In the

twentieth century a fourth force that is holding its own weight is quickly edging its way
next to the other three

- electronic

media. Whose fault is that the teen generation is

grappling with issues of harassment, violence, bullying, dishonesty, and substance abuse?
Is it the fault of the parents, the school systenl the church, the media, or society in
general? And more importantly, who should shoulder the colossal task of getting the
teenage generation back on track? Certainly all four institutions have a hand in the

outcome of the statistics and all four institutions can help raise responsible, caring, and

productive citizens. No one institution is held personally liable for making or breaking
the liamework of our youth.
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Research 0uestion

At the heart of all research is the problem or question at hand. Is character
education important and does it in fact make a positive impact on students' behavior?
Can character education help reverse the moral decline among today's youth? Does
character education warrant the time, attention, and research? These are very difficult
questions to research and they are at the very focal point of this project. The face

of

youth is and has been changing and it is the impetus for this research. Schools are
equipped with metal detectors and police liaisons. Principals are getting shot, students
are taking the lives of other students over

a

jersey, meth labs are on the rise, gang grafflrti

is seen everywhere, unsportsmanlike conduct at sporting events splashes the news,

bullying and harassment are taken to the extremes, schools are having to practice lockdown drills along with fire drills, and teen suicide seems to be the only answer for some
students to solve their problems. It leaves one to wrestle with the question of what the

future has to hold. It is evident students need help and something that should be
considered is the education of character. Typically one would not argue that today's

world needs to be equipped with fundamental traits of character like honesty,
compassion, integrity, respect, tolerance, courage, and perseverance. For youth these

traits are not always readily apparent and easy to grasp or learn. Therefore we as a
society have a challenge to provide youth with character education to develop strong,
competent, caring, responsible citizens. The fbcal point of the fiery debate is who is
responsible for teaching youth the necessary skills to survive. If the task was left solely
up to the familial structure, what happens to those children that do not have that support

or positive role model?

If it is left solely up to the church, what happens to those children
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who are not exposed to a consistent religious setting? If it is left solely up to the schools,
what program would they teach and how would they acquire consistency among rnillions

of students across the nation. Because of the fast-paced life that many Americans lead,
students clock more hours in at school than they do in their own home. "Studies show

that children spend only 38.5 minutes a week (33.4 hours a year) in meaningful
conversation with his or her parents, while they spend 1,500 hours watching television.
Since children spend roughly 900 hours a year in school,

it is essential that schools

resume a proactive role in assisting families and communities to develop caring,

respectful environments where students learn core, ethical values" (Lickona, 2005, p. 10).
What has emerged from this fast lane is a shift or, at best, a sharing ol'responsibility
between home and school when it comes to equipping children with necessary skills to
succeed. Teaching social skills, organizational skills, and people skills have fallen into
the lap of the education system. School systems all across America are faced with a
daunting task of not only teaching basic academics but also lif-e skills. But along with
this responsibility comes a'watchful' eye of what will be taught and how will this be

taught. The crux of the character education debate is exactly this.. .what will be taught,
how will it be taught....and who will make these decisions. School systems may be

a

good place to staft in order to pinpoint areas of larger social concerns because school
systems are not separated from the rest of society, but are a place where social problems
arc secn ln a lTrrcrocosm.

This research will investigate thc history of character education, the definition

of

character, the purpose of character education, various models of behavior, and the

relationship of character education on student behavior. The action research will unveil
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these independent and dependent variables ofjudgment and action to see how the overall

picture of character education affects student behavior and choice. This thesis will also
encompass a case study of a suburban school and its current framework of character

education with feedback from parents, staffl and students.
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Terminolo5r
There are several terms that will be frequently used throughout the body of this

proposal. These terms are multi-faceted and can be conceptualized from different
perspectives. In fact, it is the terminology of this topic that causes such controversy
among parents, educators, politicians, and community members. Emotions can be stirred
when trying to find solutions to this daunting task. Terms vary both between cultures and

historically within cultures. What each of these words may connote in one place and time
may be quite different than what it connotes in another place and time. Character
education, moral education, and values education have been interchanged in
conversations throughout boardroorrrs, living rooms, classrooms, and courtrooms all
across the

world. Blurred definitions

can narrow the version of character education and

be rnistaken for a much broader concept. The literature review, along with the data

collected from the case study's participants, will support the fact that the origin and
development of character education is difficult to explain. For this reason, and for the
purpose of this study,

it is necessary to look

at how different researchers view character,

morals, ethics, values, and character education.
The definition of character is where much of the problem lies. When defining
character, the words values and morals often surface and become synonymous with each

other. AII three words are similar but hold very different meaning when discussing
character education and first must be looked at dependently in order to understand their

meaning and then interdependently to see how the words afYbct one another. It is because

of these words' interconnected relationship that we are in such a quandary as to where,
how, and in what venue character education should be taught.

r3

Many well known figures have spoken about character in famous quotes. "Within
the character of the citizen, lives the welfare of the nation," Cicero wrote. The Greek
philosopher Heraclitus said, "Character is destiny." Martin Buber, famous philosopher
and educator, once said, "Education worthy of the name is essentially education

of

character." Theodore Roosevelt said, 'To educate a person in mind and not in morals is
to educate a menace to society." Martin Luther King Jr. stated, ",..intelligence is not
enough. Intelligence plus character -that is the goal of true education." President
Theodore Roosevelt once said that, "Character, in the long run, is the decisive factor in
the life of an individual and of nations alike" (Likona, 2005,

p.l8). There

is an

interesting history attached to the task of defining character. The English word character
comes from the Greek character, which means enduring or indelible mark. Patterns

I

of

I

l

behavior mark us as individuals and largely as cultures. Character, according to
i

Webster's Dictionary, is "the aggregate of features and/or traits that fonn the individual
nature of some person or thing" (www.dictionary.corn). "ln general, character can be
good or bad and can be observable in one's conduct" (Walberg & Wynne, I 998, p.27).
Character can be considered a pervasive feature of a human being. We 'see' and 'know'
more about a person's character from what he/she does at home just as much as what
he/she does at school.

If someone

has good character, one might speak of the

vifiues that person

possesses. Aristotle said, vifiues are not mere thought but habits we develop by

perfbrming virtuous actions. Virtues such

as

justice, wisdorq self-control, integrity, and

honesty can be viewed as qualities of good character. Value is an ambiguous term as

well and can be used to define everything from intemal ideas to behavioral actions.

t4

Values, unlike virtues, can be good or bad. For instance, Hitler may have had values but
he

didn't have virtues. An ethically good value such

as

justice becomes a virtue

-a

habit--only when we develop the motivation and skills to act on it. From this
perspective, character is positive values in action (Lickona, 2005). Values, as defined by
Richard and Linda Eyre are "standards of our actions and the attitude of our hearts and
minds that shape who we are, how we live, and how we treat other people" (E)rre, 1993,

p.
act

l5).

Values refer to criteria for determining levels of goodnsss, worth, or beauty. The

of valuing something or someone requires an act of making judgments and once these

judgments are made, they are an important filter for our decisions and actions we make.
"When discussing value, three aspects generally prevail: belief, emotion and behavior"

(Berkowilz, 1998, p. 4). Cognitively, value is a belief in the desirability or lack of
desirability of the focus of the value. Emotionally, value involves caring or not caring
about something or a feeling that something is important or not important. Behaviorally,
values can evoke someone to act upon or not act upon something.

Character, on the other hand, can by packaged into a set of 'traits' such as
honesty, integrity, courage, dependability, humility, responsibility, respect, or tolerance.
Character is not the sum of all these traits though. The traits must be organized or shown

in a certain way. For instance, most everyone would see courage as a valuable and
worthwhile trait but if a person was planning on doing something dangerous or
destructive either to themselves or another individual, similar to the Columbine incident,
courage would not be considered a good trait for that person. With this example,
easy to understand that values or traits are not the
expressio ns o I

it

is

'fbundation' of character but more

character-good or bad.
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Thus, character is different from values in that values are orientations or
dispositions whereas character involves action or activation of knowledge and values.
From this perspective, values are seen as one of the active foundations for character.
When we value something or someona, we show our feelings by our actions. For
instance, if a person values a physically fit body, he/she will exercise and eat healthy.

Most pmple value a physically fit body but some people do not have the stamina,
dedication, or desire to achieve that status. This is where character mmes into play. "ln
the context of the model of human behavior, values include both cognitive and affective
components, but not necessarily conative or behavioral components" Character includes

all four components" (Huitt, 1991, p.35).
The words moral and ethics often surface in conversation when discussing
character and values. Morals and ethics are often times interchanged to mean the sarne

thing. According to Webster's Dictionary, morals pertain with the principles of right or
wrong and the ability to distinguish between what is right and what is wrong. Ethics is
defined as the system of moral principles dealing with human conduct with respect of the

activity of right and wrong and the action of what is good or bad. For instance, a person
knows that stealing is wrong (morally educated) but steals the item anyway (lacking
ethical judgrnent). In this example, the person was able to distinguish between what is

right or wrong but his/her activity was ethically not sound by society's guidelines. With
this example, a person can see that morals and ethics are two diff-erent thrngs.
One might consider a person's character as their personality. Personality can be

thought of as a set of traits or tendencies, such as shyness or assertiveness. Is personality
something that is driven from nature or nurture? "While we change our personality to

l6

some degree, we do not create
create by our choices.

it.

Character, by contrast, is something that we largely

If am naturally inclined to be impatient, but discipline myself to be

more patient, my character development is moderating or "pushing back" against my
natural personality" (Lickona, 2005, p. 23).
Adolescent brain research
Current research on the brain also shows that adolescents' frontal corlex is not

fully developed which may explain the impulsive behavior they exhibit. While this
theory is interesting and certainly valid, it does not wash away the need to teach character
education. Why is it that we have diff'erent behaviors within youth of the same age?
Why do we have Craig Keilburger, who was actually younger than Dylan Klebold,
making decisions that positively impact students while Dylan made decisions that
negatively impacted students? Researchers realize that adolescents do differ dramatically
in the degree they demonstrate certain behaviors but how is it that we can have such a
behavioral diffbrence within the same age group? Such variations among same-age youth
reveal that regardless of brain research, there is also another powerful influence af-fecting
the character and actions of youth. As a society, we can't wait fbr the adolescent brain to
mature and then teach and model appropriate character education, but we must provide
age-appropriate lessons that will guide students now and when the brain is fully

functioning.

Now that character, values, morals, and ethics have been defured, what does
research say about character education? Character education teaches the habits

of

thought and deed that help people live and work together as families, friends, neighbors,
communities, and nations. According to the U.S. Department of Education's website,

t7

"Character education (within a school environment) is a learning process that
enables students and adults in a school community to understand, care about, and act on

core values such as respect, justice, civic virtue, responsibility, and citizenship. Upon
such core values, we form the attitudes and actions that are the hallmark of safe, healthy,
and informed communities that serve as the foundation of our society''(U.S. Department

of Education, 2006, www.ed.gov).
"Character education is based on the belief that there are rational, objectively

valid, universally accepted qualities and actions called character traits people of all
civilized nations, creeds, races, socio-economic status and ethnicity ascribe. These
transcend political persuasions, as well as religious and ethnic differences" (Davis, 2003,

p

3e).
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History of Character Education
The concept of character education dates almost as far back as education itself.
The United States by-laws are built on a foundation of Christianity. Concepts of these

beliefs can be found in documents like the Declaration of Independence, the Articles

of

Confederation, and the Constitution. The Christian belief system has had a profound
impact on America's schools for a long time, In the early schools, the Bible was central

to moral and religious teaching. The Bible was used to establish what morality issues are
and horv they should be handled. This did not align itself to the First Amendment but it

did exist. Character education is and always has been grounded in the belief that a truly
comprehensive education involves character formation and the development of good

citizenship, as well as academic learning. In the late 1920's, there was a disagreement

with what methods were to be used to teach character. Some people leaned towards
requiring children to memorize oaths, pledges, and/or slogans dealing with self control,
good health, kindness, duty, truth, and teamwork, just to name a fbw. Others believed

that lecturing and moralizing by teachers were necessary when it came to character
education. With the beginning of modern schools, moral education was used to make
children respect their elders and each other. Children would be punished verbally and
physically if they broke any rules. Children were taught to respect their parents and not
talk back or show any disobedience. It was oonsidered the norm to have religious aspects
taught in school. From 1924to 1979, the Instituteof Social and Religious Research
investigated the nature of character and the school's role in its development. Some
people wanted to focus character education on character building potential of ordinary
aspects

of life. It was this controversy that fueled

a major research

effort later conducted
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by Hugh Hartshome and Mark May. The purpose of the study was to identiff the key
factors contributing to the formation of character. The first step in the research identified
people already possessing these morals. Within their study of 8,000 students they
expected to find a division of two groups

-

one group of students displaying morals all or

most of the time and another group of students who did not display basic morals in a
given situation. To Hartshorne and May's dismay, they discovered that the results did
not reveal two nice, neat groups but rather showed very few students being virtuous and

with most children displaying acts of cheating, being selfish, and lack of self-control.
They discovered that virtue tended to be dependent on the context or situation the
students were

in. They felt they were no farther along in their research than when they

started (Hartshome

& May,

1928).

In the 1930's American education broke away from character education as its

primary focus despite educators and the general public believing this was important. It
was in the 1930's that a political push tbr development in reading, writing, speaking and

math skills were more important than character education in a ranking of public school

goals.

John Dewey held firm to his belief

in

1934 that the

child's moral character must

develop in a natural, just and social atmosphere. "The school should provide this
environment fbr its parl in the child's moral development" (Mulkey,1997,

p. 36). In 1950, John Childs is noted to say:
The child who is learning through empirical procedures to discriminate the
better from the worse in the different mundane spheres of human activity is, at the
same time, growing in capacity for moraljudgment,

It is in and through

these

varied and interrelated life activities that the real occasions fbr moral decision
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arise, and the child grows in his capacity to function as a responsible moral agent
as he grows in his

ability to make judgments of the good and the bad in terms

of

concrete consequences. Moral behavior is thus a function of the entire experience

of the child, and all education is inescapably a form of character education.
(Childs. J.L., 1950, p. 167)

In the 1960's another shift occurred when teaching techniques and teacher
effectiveness pushed to the forefront of America's concerns. Standardized tests became a
way to measure effectiveness. Again, Dewey criticized the schools for separating
knowledge acquired in school to the growth of character.

Kohlberg's theory of moral development and the values approach became the
primary focus of this decade. To summartze, Kohlberg's theory (Kohlberg, 1969) was
based on six stages. The first stage, or lowest moral reasoning level, reward and

punishment drive the child's behavior. In the second stage, the child is primarily
concerned with personal needs and on occasion, the needs of others. At the third stage,
the child realizes that good or right behavior pleases others and approval is given by

others. Stage four is rvhen the child realizes right behavior is one's duty and to respect
authority. The fifth stage is when the child believes right is a matter of personal values
and

opinion. In the sixth, and final stage, the individual's conscience determines what is

right. What guides children in this final stage is respect for themselves

and other hurnan

beings along with their guiding principles. Kohlberg's theory seemed to resonate with
educators in the 1970's and was used frequently as buzz words in professional
development courses. 1970 is marked as a year of significance to character education.
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Overall, the nation's test scores dropped and so did the Ievel of morality in schools. The
Vietnam War added to difficulty of teachihg character education. The war was an
uncomfortable moral issue for the entire nation. People's values and morals changed
because of this

war. Unfortunately

some children were not growing up with the same

beliefs teachers were trying to enforce. During a time period called value clarification,
children were pushed to find their own values. At this time, the role of the teacher was to
encourage students to think about issues

ofwar, family, and human relationships. The

Character Education Institute of San Antonio, Texas began developing a program titled,
Character Education Curriculum for kindergarten through fifth grade. The purpose

of

this program was to develop responsible citizens. The start of the eighties brought moral
issues to the forefront of schools

again. Reports stressed academic deficiencies

as

well

as

moral decline problerns. Schools went back to teaching morals but without a religious

tone. Teaching morals without
a constant struggle

a

religious connotation to the curriculum continues to be

for educators today. In the early 1980's, a 6th-9tl' grade curriculum

was designed to compliment this program. "From 1987

to

1997, over 60,000 classrooms

in the United States implemented this program. In 1996, it was reported that students:

fight less, engage in less name calling, are less likely to steal from each other, are more
likely to consider the consequences of their actions, and cooperate better with each other"
(Mulkey,7997., p. 40). Oddly enough, in the late 1980's, though, the values approach
was under great criticism causing yet another shift for character education. Educators
and politicians pushed to combine the two philosophies of thought. The American public

wanted academic competence and character development. At the cusp of this movement,
studies were done confirming the fact that character education was needed in order to
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complement the education curriculum. Stallings (1978) found a positive impact

of

attempts to improve student achievement on independence, task persistence, cooperation,
and question asking. Etzioni (1984) and Ginsburg and Hanson (1986) reported that

students who where self-disciplined or more religious, hard working, or valued learning
scored higher on achievement tests. Kagan (1981) and Wynne and Walberg (1985) argue

that good character ought to be the more primary focus as it is a goal in reach of more

children than in high academic achievement and can result in less alienation from the
school (Huitt, 1991). The research and general attitude amongst Americans changed and
prompted the United States Department of Education to promote a project that would
enhance character development in more than 15,000 schools in the country. The two
goals of this project titled, "Building Character in the Public Schools" were as follows:

2

to heighten national awareness of the importance of character
development programs in local public schools to the continued success
and stability of American society.
to encourage the establishment and improvement of character
development programs in public elementary and secondary schools.
(Fluitt, 1 991 ,, p.2)

In the 1990's, character education had a rebirth. Reports showed not only were
some schools failing academically but also failing in a moral nature as well. Schools

went back to teaching character education. In 1994, Congress along with the
Departrnent of Education recognized the importance of character education and
implemented a nation-wide program called Character Counts spearheaded by an

organization called the Partnership in Character Education Program. They declared the
third week of October as National Character Counts Week and continue to provide grants
to state and local agencies to supporl the development of character. In 1999, Ryan and
Bohlin asked, "Wherc does character education flt into the curriculum? The simple
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answer is

this: everywhere.

Since education seeks to help students develop as persons,

character development is part and parcel of the whole enterprise. Teaching, its Alan Tom

reminds us, is a moral act. We believe that learning is a moral act as well....character
education, then, with its twin goals of intellectual and moral development, should be

implicit in all of the school's undertakings" (Ryan & Bohlin, 1999, p.93-9a). The
problern of a lack of moral character in students has generated concern at the national

level. The national character education movement

has been defined as the most rapidly

growing school reform in the nation today (Lickona, 2005).
President Bush had recognized a national need for character education and
emphasized his commitment to character education in several speeches made during is

presidency. The president's plan aims to establish six concrete values within public
school curricula. These values are: trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness,
caring, and citizenship. President Bush considers teaching these skills to be an essential
part of teaching a child to become a good citizen. His plans

will be implernented by

increasing spending fiom $9 million to $25 million for character education. Character
education was suggested or legislated in 80% of states, according to the Character
Education Partnership rn Washington, D.C. (Lickona, 2005). Individual states have also
documented the need to improve moral character in students. In 1998, Vice President Al
Gore declared that ten states had received $2.7 million in grants to improve character
education in their learning experiences at the local school districts and communities. In
2000, United States Secretary of Education Richard W. Riley announced that an

additional nine states had received $2.5 million in grants to improve character education
in their communities. To this day, character education continues to be a fiber within
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President Bush's efforts towards improving student instruction. He is quoted in his most
recent State of the Union Address:
The future success of our Nation depends on our children's ability to
understand the difference between right and wrong and to have the strength
character to make the right choices. To help them reach

of

ther full potential and

live with integrity and pride> we must teach our children to be kind, responsible,
honest, and self-disciplined. These important values are first learned in the

family, but all of our citizens have an obligation to support parents in the
character education of our

children. By affirming the imporlance of good

character in our society and encouraging all people to lead lives of virtuous
purpose, we can prepare our nation, and especially our nation's children, for the
challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. Strengthening our national character

will help secure greater opportunity, prosperity,

and hope for all.

www.whitehouse.
Character education

..

.what doesn't

wo

rk

When it comes to character education, the past has revealed some approaches that
have worked and some that have

not. The first three decades integrated codes of conduct

that used the lecturing and moralizing method. This approach was found to be ineffective

(Leming, 1993). Similarly, much research has shown that there is no direct link between
values and behavior. It is therefore, an "erroneous assumption that teaching moral values

will produce significant reduction in irresponsible behavior" (Lockwood, 1993, p. 74).
Authoritative teaching styles and creating moral curriculum without involving the
students in the process have also been approaches that haven't been effective.
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A person would think that a rewards-based progrirm would be effective. However
much of the research disproves this idea. Rewards motivate students to get rewarded,

therefore children do not develop a commitment to being generous or respectful if there

isn't

a

reward. Along the same lines, punishment only produces compliance in the short

run and only teaches children to what they are not supposed to do instead of teaching
them what they are supposed to do. Rewards also tend to reduce children's interest in

performing positive behavior for their own sake (Kohn, 1991).
Character education...what does work
Research on character education has revealed a few approaches that have had a

positive irnpact with students. An effective character education program involves
learners setting the agenda, uses peer involvement, and utilizes parental and community
support (Matthews & Riley, 1995). Matthews and Riley found in their research that a

major component to effective character education was the element of community

involvement. After conducting their research they felt that teaching ethics would be
irrelevant if it wasn't directly tied with the supporl of the community and within the
learner's culture and experiences. Kohn agrees with Matthews and Riley's findings when
he is quoted to say, "Without an environment that is conducive to being a person
character, character education can not be effective" (Kohn, 1997, p.

of

a3\.

Character education programs also need to be grounded with a focus on
enhancing and creating a positive environment within the school and community.
Cooperative learning opporlunities, parental support, service learning experiences, and

interactive discussion sessions have also shown positive impacts on student behavior
when implemented into a character education curriculum.
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Pros and Cons of Character Education
Because character education is a debatable topic

it is sure to have two sides, The

benefits of character education can certainly be challenged when a person looks at all the

research. Research gathered reveals both pros and cons of teaching character education
in a school setting.
Cons

. It is difficult to choose what morals and values to teach and how to teach them.
. It is difficult to keep morals and virtues separate from religion.
. Educators must be very careful not to reveal their own moral judgments within
.
.
.
t
.
.
.
I

the discussion.
Among educators, there is little consensus about what character education is and
the best way to teach it.
Conformity may result when students are taught to memorize values without
questioning why.
Many programs reward students when they are "caught" being good. This format
breeds extrinsic motivation rather than intrinsic motivation.
Parents may not reinforce the character education at home, therefore losing its
efl'ectiveness.
If a school lacks parent or community involvement, character education will not
have as long-lasting impact on the students.
Teachers have not been properly trained on how to be character educators.
Teachcrs already face tough challenges of teaching all the essential learnings
along with adhering to standardized testing requirements that little room is left for
other issues.
Standardized tests do not contain questions regarding ethics or character so
students may not scc it as worthwhile to learn.

Pros
a

a

a

C

a

Character education helps to positively shape the character of all students
involved in the program.
Character education programs may reduce drug and alcohol use when students
focus on decision making skills.
Programs help students understand core values and allow thern to act upon thern
in their own lives.
Successful prograrns have demonstrated higher academic perfbrmance on
standardized tests.
A well-designed program can give infbrmation that is relevant to the students lifb
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.
.
.
.

Students will tend to have increased academic motivation and interpersonal
competence.
Programs have provided a sense of community within the school which makes
students feel like a valuable part to the team.
Programs create a caring environment among students and staff
Programs can make students better citizens.
Programs help studenis develop an awareness of the world around them and spark
compassionate for other people's needs.
Parents can reinforce the morals and values within the home setting.
Programs provide infbrmation to students who may not have this education or
information at home due to lack of a positive role model.
Programs help to fight the moral and ethical decline among youth and the
deterioration of the family.

(Lickona, 2005)
During daily conversations people talk about someone being a man of character.
Other times, someone might be described as an unreliable character and lastly, someone
may be referred to as quite a character! When people talk about character, there could be

It is a term that has acquired many different

several different shades to their tone_

connotations throughout history compounding its complexity. Character education in the
classroom involves teaching sttrdents about basic human values to help them become
respectful and responsible citizens. To some it makes complete sense to teach young
people such vital traits. Others are not sure of the direct impact character education has
and, if in fact, it c<lrrelates with other positive changes. Classic and current research may
support or dispel either notion. Over the years, research on character education has

unveiled some interesting themes, concepts, and additional questions. The following
information will disclose six studies that address theories of character education"
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Literature Review
Character education is a national movement where schools foster ethical,
responsible, and caring young people by modeling and teaching good character through

instruction. It is intentional and proactive. It is not considered

a

quick-fix but provides

long term solutions that address essential issues facing our youth. Not everyone agrees,
though, that it makes sense to teach young people right frorn wrong in a school setting or
whether teaching them right fi'om wrong in a school setting is necessarily making an
impact on those students' choices. The literature review includes an analysis of six key
philosophies of character education published between

l99l

and 2003. The classic

literature concentrated on character formation and character education both in a familial
setting and a classroom format.

Overview of Research
Huitt

(

1

991 ) dives

into three main areas of focus and advocates fbr these three

dimensions of focus fbr his research and with the education of young people today: the

vision of one's lif-e (mission statement), the development of character (quality of life),
and the development of competence (how

well a person does something). Nucci (1997)

takes an in-depth look at moral values and how moral and social values are fbrmed. He
addresses the social and psychological factors that contribute to the tendency

of

individuals to act in ways that beneflt their own weil-being and the well-being of others.
In addition, Nucci shares with the reader the most recent infbrmation as to.what's been
learned in the areas of developmental and educational psychology that can help educators
engage in worthr,+,hile moral and character education. Benninga's research (2003) was
based on an empirical study done at an elementary level to see the correlation between
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the two variables of character education and academic scores. Fink (2003) also takes a

the same empirical approach with the study of middle school students and whether

improving moral character would increase academic achievement. Steen (2003) also
takes a quantitative approach with a study of twenty different high schools where the
research focused on character strengths, traits of good character and the implications for

designing character education prograrns for adolescents. Lastly, Battistich (2003)
extends previous research of an already existing program on elementary students

designed to enhance pro-social development. The study examined peer relations and
social adjustment among upper-elernentary students.

Collectively, all six studies, date and assimilate character education as far back

as

John Locke in the I 7tl' century and throughout history with education icons such as John
Stuart Mill (19t1'century) and John Dewey (20tn century). In fact Dewey, an influential

philosopher and educator saw moral education as central to the school's mission (Huitt,
r991).

Moral and character development
In

1

991

, Huitt took a comprehensive look at moral and character development and

synthesized the infbrmation based on models from well-known educational theorlsts such
as John Stuart

Mill, John Dewey, Piaget,

and more cuffent educational researchers such

as Kohlberg, Campbell, Bennett, and Bandura. Huitt believes that there are three issues

that comprise education, those being vision of one's life, development of character, and
the devclopment of competence. The focus of this research done in 1991, primarily
addresses character education. Subsequent material written by

Huitt

addresses the other

two issues in detail. Huitt begins his research by explaining what character and values is
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and is not. He gives a brief historical account of character education and how America
has had a focus on character education dating back several decades.

Huitt recognized the

difficulty of measuring character among students and listed possible measures from
Campbell and Bond (1982) as student discipline, student suicide rates, crimes, pregnancy
rates, and/or prosocial activities. Huitt also recognized that several factors can influence
character, some heing more malleable than others such as heredity, early childhood
experiences, media, peers, and education in a school setting. Huitt also cited a list

of

cultural indicators and social trends as possible measures of the character of our society.
"The information shows how society is changing and that these cultural indicators and
social trends tend to influence all of the major social institutions that influence character

development in young people, not just schools" (Huitt, 1991, p.43).

After compiling the infonnation on general social trends and cultural indicators of
change, Huitt follows up with five detailed alternatives of how the educational systems
can approach character education in schools knowing that we have such change

occurring. The first alternative is to completely ignore character education and assume
the issue falls outside the bounds of the academic curriculum. The second alterative is to

takc a 'values neutral 'approach. This alternative allows opportunities fbr students to

clarify and defend their own values without making recommendations a particular

viewpoint. "This is called avalues clarilication movement and it

assumes that in

important ways no values or character traits are more valid than others" (Huitt, 1991, p.

45). Huitt mentions several advocates fbr

the values clarification model such

as

Kirschenbautn, Simon, Raths, and Harmin, all of whom have done extensive research on
this style of character education. This method is grounded in humanistic theories
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developed by Maslow and Rogers to name a few. It is believed that valuing is a process

of self-actualization involving the process of choosing alternatives, reflecting on
consequences, and action on one's choice. Values clarification is considered an

individualistic activity rather than a social process of character education. It assumes that
the valuing process is internal and because it is internal and individualistic, there is no
absolute set of universal values. However there are some shofi comings to this approach.
Some traits are more desired in certain situations and

it may seem inappropriate to not

identi{y some as 'better' than others. Huitt goes on to say that usua}ly the public and the
educational system have developed a general consensus about the worth of ceftain values
and it would be beneficial to teach those values to students in the community.
The third view, the analysis view, was developed mainly by social science
educators and is designed to teach students a specific process to follow when making
l

decisions and how to put these decisions into action. It assumes that character decisions
are made rationally with facts and reason and not guided by our heart or mnscience. The

method for teaching this approach consists of students engaging in worthwhile
discussions with their peers about current and relevant social topics in order to provide
facts about the correctness or value of the topics or issues. This style takes a more

cognitive approach to character education and is backed with several cognitive
developmental theories from Piaget and moral developmental theories by Lawrence

Kohlberg. Huitt points out that while students having discussions with their peers about
relevant issues is important, thcre is very little evidence that changing the thinking within
students

will

lead to a change in behavior.
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A fourth
advocate back

approach is called inculcation. Inculcation originated with an extreme

in l95l by the name of Talcott Parsons. The approach

assumes there is a

set of absolute values agreed upon by society and that the student identifies and accepts

those standards. The student accepts these standards within their own value system and
that there are cefiain values that are universal and absolute. Huitt argues the fact that the
source of these values are debatable. Some may believe that the source is from a natural

order of the universe and others may argue that the source of these values originate from
a higher

power. Huitt also mentions that with our society changing so rapidly, this

approach may not be the best approach to get to the outcomes we desire when it comes to
character development.

The fifth and final methodology to character education is to combine the previous
three approaches and when appropriate let the students put their own thoughts and

feelings into action in a variety of social activities. This alternative is called action

learning and it is much more than discussing social situations but allows students to act
on their values by providing opportunities such as projects within their school and/or

community. According to Huitt, o'The belief of this method is to encourage students to
see thernselves as personal-social interactive beings, not

of

a

fully autonomous, but members

community or social system" (Huitt, I991, p. 49).

Huitt believes that this last approach, the combination of all four, is more likely to
impact character education than any other method alone. He also mentions that character
education is of no value if it is not grounded in a philosophical foundation of some soft
and because there are currently no consistent philosophies being implemented, school

districts have the challenge of deciding which curriculum to use fbr character education

JJ

and/or finding the time to develop curriculum. Huitt counteracts the previous material by

mentioning a series of studies conducted by Hartshorne and colleagues that revealed that
particular techniques of character training, such as in-class discussions or even practicing

l

I

activities, had little or no significant relationship to student's later patterns of moral

conduct. Huitt mentions a research study done by Wynne back in 1989 that reported the
quality of relationships among faculty is a major factor in the development of character in
students. Wynne believed that an atmosphere of adult harmony is critical. Wynn
analyzed various programs and compiled a list of essential components that school
systems need to consider when trying to develop a student's character. Below is a list

of

those ideal components.

.
r
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Directed by adults who exercise their authority toward faculty and students in a
firm, sensitive and imaginative manner and who are committed to both academics
and pupil character development;
Staffed by dedicated faculty who make vigorous demands on pupils and each other
Structured so that pupils are surrounded by a variety of opp<lrlunities for them to
practice helping conduct ;
Managed to provide pupils -both individually and collectively--with many forms
of recognition for good conduct;
Oriented toward maintaining systems of symbols, slogans, ceremonies, and songs
that heighten pupils' collective identities;
Dedicated to maintaining pupil discipline, via clear, widely disseminated
discipline codes that are vigorously enforced and backed up with vital
consequences;
Comrnitted to academic instruction and assigned pupils signilicant homework and
otherwise stressed appropriate academic rigor;
Sensitive to the need to develop collective pupil loyalities to particular classes,
clubs, athletic groups, and other subentities in the school;
Sympathetic to the values of the external adult society, and perceive it as largely
supportive and concemed with the problems of the young;
Always able to ust: nlore money to improve their programs, but rarely regard lack
of money as an excuse fbr serious program deficiencies;
Open to enlisting the help, counsel, and suppofi of parents, and other external
adults, but willing to propose irnportant constructive changes in the face of
(sornetimes) ill-infonned parent resistance;
Disposed to define "good character" in relatively irnmediate and traditional terms.
(Wynne, 1993, p.1(r)
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Huitt wraps up his study with three exemplary programs that focused their efforts
on character education and implemented a curriculum within their community. All three
locations embody character development in a school setting: The Child Development
Project, Hyde School, and the City Montessori School.

"The Child Development Project was designed to help teachers and parents
enhance children's prosocial behaviors and attitudes"

(Huitt, 1991, p. 52). The

philosophy of the project is as follows:
a

Adults play an active and important role in shaping the development of children's
character.

a

I

Character develops liom within the child on the basis of the child's own thinking
and experiences.
Given an adequate farnily environment, children will be concerned about others as
well as themselves.

"The interventions are designed to influence three different but interrelated

systems-affective, cognitive, and behavorial. The program teaches relevant prosocial
values like fairness, consideration, helpfulness, and social responsibility and teaches
t

needed social skills and commitment to prosocial values"

(Huitt, 1991, p. 52). Students

I

had the opporlunity to think about these skills, discuss meaning and irnportance with their
I

i

peers, and practice these values primarily in the classroom. The results of this program

were as follows:
o

I

a

E,nrolled students were more helpful and cooperative and more llequently
displayed afTection, concern, suppoft, and encouragement toward one another.
They showed better cognitive social problem-solving skills and strategies and
wcre generally rnore corrrmitted to certain democratic values.
The children were more likely to assert responsibility and state their belief in
equality and participation.

(Huitt,

i 991 )
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The Hyde School had similar results with their character education program. The
Hyde School's character education program has been in operation for over 25 years and
is structured with a comprehensive curriculum for growth that challenges students

intellectually, physically, spiiitually, and emotionally. Students participate in selfreflection activities through journaling, commit themselves to continuous improvements,
and meet standards in curricular and co-curricular arenas. Results of the program are as
fo

llows:
I

a

a

a

One hundred percent of Hyde School graduating seniors in 1986 were accepted to
an accredited fbur year college.
Between 95 and 100% of parents typically attend the Hyde Farnily Weekends in
the fall and spring.
Visits by national media have generally provided prominent acclaim for the
program.
Articles in print media have discussed the Hyde program's success.

(Huitt,

1

991 )

Because of Hyde's success, the school established a number

of impressive

benchmarks to measure their success each year.

Lastly, the City Montessori School located in Luchnow, India provides a'whole-

child' K-12 education by focusing on both academic requirements and children's
emotional and spiritual needs.
This school's character education program is built around four pillars -universal
values, excellence, global understanding, and service. Some of the successes that this
school has celebrated are99o/o of CMS students place in the first divisic.rn of state and

national exams, they've received the highest numLrer of merit-based scholarships in

lndia, exemplary performance by students both individually and in group settings has
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I
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been observed, and students perform school and community service hours before

graduating. (Huitt, 1991, p.53)

In conclusion, Huitt's findings revealed several aspects of character education

within a school environment. He found that the development of character in young
people is necessary in order for our nation to continue being the world leader and the
educational system must prepare individuals for this process and character development
is part

of that process. There are several conduits of information when implementing

a

character education curriculum with students along with several theories to support those
avenues- Huitt believes there are some avenues better than others fbr a lasting impact
I

with students but that character education is both the school's and home's responsibility.
As a springboard to this effort, Huitt developed a 'Survey of Desired Values, Virtues, and

Attributes'to help schools or communities identify those most important in a specific
context. Overall, Huitt's data is thorough and comprehensive. To strengthen his
conclusion, he includes three schools that have implemented character education
programs and defined how successful those schools are because of such prograrnming but

this actually weakened his stance. Huitt provides national and international school
findings to strengthen his literature but weakens his findings by not explaining or

including in his research how those particular schools evaluated or assessed their

findings. As a reader, it may be difficult to make the inductive

leap that the character

education piece may have been the sole rcason for the success these schools werc
experiencing unless he could have provided their means of measurement for those areas.

It certainly raises the question of what other possible influences

these students

encountered in order to havc this attitudinal and academic change. Huitt's strength was

.\-\/

in his research of theories and how character education can be approached in the
classroom.
De_finition of character education

Nucci approaches his work in similar fashion to Huitt. Nucci also believes the
controversy with character education is aimed more at the definition of character
education and whether the society can mutually agree upon a shared set of values under
the character education umbrella. Nucci states early on in his work that without such
consensus, having a moral community is impossible.

A historical perspective reminds

the reader that traditionally character education is two-fold. On one hand, character
educators have emphasized the internalization and the self control process in regards to
conduct and on the other hand, cognitive developmental theorists have scrutinized the
structures of moral reasoning and choice. He believes the two truly go hand in hand and
one cannot stand by

itself

Because of this belief, Nucci pulls theories from both

camps-the cognitive and the moral self.
When speaking of morals, he denotes that in the past people have typically looked
at morals in three different categories-as universal norrns, as local cultural/social nonrls,
and as matters of personal choice. Morality, as defined by Nucci, is one's concepts,

reasoning, and actions which pertain to the welfare, rights. and fair treatment of persons.
I-le is careful to explain the difference between morality and conventions. Conventions
such as standards of dress, how people address one another, table manners, etc. are shared

within a particular system and are impcrtant to the system's functionality but are at a
different level of the system and are usually driven by the social organization of that
system. He commented that a number of studies have been done to draw lines

of
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distinction between morals and conventions and in a general view violation of morals

as

wrong whereas violation of conventions may fluctuate between different cultural and
social groups almost as if it is a'to each his own' mentality. The discovery of these

distinctions may be the basis for the controversy when character or moral education is
discussed. Conventions are elements of a social system whereas morals are elements

of

interpersonal interaction; both being important to the society they help structure, Nucci
admits that as long as the two concepts overlap, and such overlap is inevitable, there will
be contradiction and controversy. For the most part, the overlap in a democratic society is

non-controversial as long as the values are in line with morality and maintain a status

quo. Character education that fosters such conventions usually receives

a wide public

support. He states that controversies arise when the values may be viewed dift-erently by
society. Problems surfhce when educational systems, usually attached with political
agendas, choose to purport such controversies. Nucci does state that the impact of new
research regarding social behaviors both hampers and benefits the role of education in

preparing students to deal with social issues. His research is furthered by explaining
when moral cognition actually develops. According to Nucci, research on the
development of children's rnorality begins in early childhood, even as early as preschool

age. Young children do understand what is right and wrong but they may not understand
the structure of fairness until the age of ten, most children have developed a sense

of

fairness but may still have difTrculties with the issue of equality. According to Nucci,

"lt

is not until middle to late adolescence that children develop a coordinated understanding

of conventions

as constituent elements

of social systems. This developmental research

can be enorrnous value to educators interested in developing 'good' children" (Nucci,

l9

1997, p.

I38).

Educators who are mncerned with character are not just interested in

developing student's moral understanding but also that students are able to prioritize
elements and develop a plan of action when situations surface.

Nucci refers to theworkof Kohlberg and his six stages of moral development.
He counteracts Kohlberg's work by stating that we know so much more about moral
development and how it relates to age appropriate levels. He felt that Kohlberg's stages
do not represent full range of moral decision making and pointed out that other research
revealed that:

in fact, children at all points in development are capable of considering moral
issues frorn a moral perspective ofjustice and welfare, then it becomes important to
increase the likelihood that children

will 'read' and prioritize the moral component of

contextualized social issues, rather than simply attempting to move students towards a

principled stage or moraljudgment where such moral prioritization becomes a matter

of course. (Nucci, 1997, p. la?)
Nucci and Weber's research was conducted to determine how teachers can impact
the way students view social issues and how students address the moral and conventional

components of complex social issues. They divided students into three discussion groups

that met every four weeks. Each group discussed the same issues but one group focused
on the convention concerns, one group addressed the issue from a moral viewpoint, and
the last group focused their efforts on both convention and moral concerns. Qualitative
data was collected through interviews.
Students in all three groups were able to clearly respond to unambiguous
moral or qlnventional issues. However, when asked to write their views about thc
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values contained in an incident which had both moral and conventional features,
subjects in the moral only group subordinated complex issues to moral concerns,
subjects in the convention only group subordinated complex issues to matters

of

norrrrs and social organization, and it was only the third group that could

spontaneously look at both features. (Nucci, 1997, p. ru6)

Nucci believes that this informal study demonstrates how education can be

influential in how individuals will def,rne complex social situations and given this
information, students should be given the correct tools to deal with these situations.
Students would be given opportunities to understand reasoning as well as evaluate

difl-erent options to a particular social issue. An interesting point the Nucci makes is that
character education cannot be taught in an isolated section of time each day at school, but
must be integrated within the total school experience. Character education can streamline
through the core subjects of English, math, scicnce, geography as well as phy-ed, choir,

industrial tech, and art. Character education is not something taught as a course but
emerges from the environment of interacting with others while they construct a sense

sclf. He comments though that

of

schools can contribute to character education by

providing an environment that welcomes and celebrates social and emotional
development but to have the educational system be completely responsible fbr this effort

is inrpossible. "It is important to recognize the limitations fbr public policy of any
atternpt to address larger social issues through educational efforts designed to alter the

morality and characterof individuals" (Nucci, 1997, p. 1a8).
He brings up another interesting facet that makes this issue controversial. Nucci
believes that much of the present day negative juvenile behavior and activities are not
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simply a lack of character but that socio-economic status may play a role in the decisions
that teens make. He conducted a study in Brazil with young people from all different
ranges

of economic levels. Nearly all ofthe participants admitted to engaging in some

sort of activity that would be considered immoral, wrong, or destructive in varying

degrees. All the groups admitted to knowing it was wrong but lrlucci noticed that it was
five times more likely for the lower class subjects to state that what they iJid was

justifiable because of how corrupt the system is and that they may be victims of an
already destructive system. What he found valuable in this study, was that these
partic.ipants all knew they were wrong in their actions but rather difference in social class

may drive the cognitive approach fbr justification of their actions. "The lesson to be
drawn is that we should not expect school approaches to character education aimed at

individual responsibility to completely compensate for broader changes that need to take
place

with respect to social policies which impact America's poor and disenfranchised"

(Nucci, 1997, p. 150).

ln conclusion, Nucci believes that character education should focus on the
concept of fairness and the welfare of others and that educational practices should be
coordinated with student development. Morality and character education can be
developed from different types of social experiences and students should be allowed to

self-reflect on their own behavior. He closes his research with a commanding conclusion
that character educators need to be prepared to deal with controversy. Nucci's research
is strong ancl extremely detailed so the reader has a clear understanding of conventions
and morals. He has included various studies he conducted to strengthen his argument but
does not give specific details of how these studies wcre conducted, how many
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participants were included and how they assessed such findings. His work helps the
reader to see, yet another angle, of socio-economic status as an influential component

of

teen behavior and choices.

Moral character and academic achievement
Up until this point, much of the research has not been willing to confidently state
that there is a correlation between the teaching of character and an actual change in
behavior of an individual. Finck takes an empirical look at character education by

studying a particular school and whether implementing a program for improving moral
character will increase academic achievement. The targeted population was a middle
school located in Chicago, IL in a growing middle class community. The middle

school's total population was 1,905 students with the majority of students (74%) being
white and the remaining25% being black, Mexican-American, Asian, and Native

American. The district had 384 teachers that were, again rnostly (96%) white ethnically
speaking with 34.8% holding a Master's degree or higher. The average years of teaching
experience was 8.9 years at this school. The school's program was typical of that

of

other middle schools where students rotated classes of four content area classes and had
one class of advisory time to discuss social skills and school pride- The school's mission

statement was as follows: "Our goal is to challenge each student every day to become a

life-long learner" (Finck, 2003, p. 5). The school currently has
respect

-

a program

to promote

respecting themselves, their teachers, peers, school, and community but felt that

the students displayed a lack of moral character in several difl-erent areas. The school felt

that the data that supported this hypothesis was a high number of discipline referrals to
the administration, teacher interviews and surveys describing student behavior, and data
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collected on student academic perforrnance. Because of these findings, the school
decided to implement a character education program through literature based learning for
the 7th and 8'h graders in the building. The cofftmunity and the school district supported
the implementation of the program. Analysis of the data indicate a decrease in

disciplinary infractions, an increase in grade point averages, and an improvement in
attendance and cafeteria behavior. Finck acknowledges a correlation between the

implementation of a character education program to an improvement in moral character

within the building. Recommendations have been made for the program to be conducted
across the curriculum and that the themes within the character education program be a

focal point for the entire school year.

Character Strengths
Steen also takes an empirical approach to character education by studying 459

students from 20 diffbrent high schools in Michigan ranging in age from l4 to 19 years

of

age. Of the 459 students, 52% were female, 80% white, and mainly middle class. The
students parlicipated in focus group discussions (running 45-90 minutes in length) about

good character and positive traits of those that exemplify good character. The sessions
were facilitated by one or two female clinical psychology graduate students and the
teacher was usually in thc room during discussions but did not participate. The goal

I

of

the discussion groups was to determine what adolescents thought about character

strengths. All discussions were audio-taped and later transcribed. The researchers chose
4-6 specific character traits to discuss and posed questions to the group for them to
discuss. Some of the discussion prompts started as fbllows and some of the traits
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discussed were leadership, bravery/courage, love, wisdorn, justice, temperance, gratitude,
and fairness.

.

Would someone give an example of people they know or have heard about who

areparticularly-?HowdoyouknowtheypoSSeSSthat?
a

Would anyone be willing to share an example of a time in your own life when you
?
needed to
?
What makes it hard to be
in
which
it
is particularly important to be
particular
Are there any
situations

be

a
a

?
a

Let's come up with

a

defrnition of what it means to be

1

In general observation, students appeared to be comfortable voicing their opinions

in front of their peers and were very respectful of everyone's opinions. Many
participants volunteered specific exarnples from their own lives and engaged in lively
dialogue about the topics. Because of space, the results of thc action research were not

given in its entirety so Steen chose to expand on a few strengths discussed in the groups
to imply generality. Other observations noted that students challenged one another to

think at a higher level by supporling their idea with reasoning. After much discussion, it
was discovered that students conceptualized the strengths as part of a continuum and that
people display those strengths to different degrees. Most of the parlicipants felt that
some people naturally have these strengths but that rnost of the strengths could be taught
and learned. They were then asked how or in what venue are they learned? Most

participants believed it was through real-life experience but could also be obtained

through watching television, hardships, and within a school environment interacting with
their peers. Interestingly enough, sorne students comrnented that sometimes a school
setting can negativcly irnpact certain character strengths. Students also mentioned that
other rnajor influence, both positive and negative, of character development are parents,
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media, and role models. Steen was impressed with the high school students' ability to
understand the complexity of character traits and how most are not learned in complete

isolation. The students spent a great deal of time conversing about the diflerence
between a good leader and effective leader, street smart vs. common sense, love vs. being

loved, and spirituality.

ln conclusion, Steen's qualitative research reveals four themes. First, students

of

value certain strengths-traits such as leadership, practical intelligence, wisdom, love

learning, and spirituality and they believe that they are important to building one's
character. "Their demonstrated capacity and attitude bode well for the recent trend in
education to include character education programs, although caveats are of course in

order. The

success of these programs

will be influenced by the means chosen to

introduce and examine the subject of good character" (Steen, 2003, p. 15). Second, that
the tendency for character education programs to present lessons or traits in a 'flavor

the week' fbrmat is not enough fbr what teens need and is not to the level

of

of

sophistication they show. Teens need a continual environment of character education,
not

just

a one-shot lesson here and there

to fi1l time. A third observation Steen realized is

that teens are hungry for contemporary role models. A fourth observation deals with peer

pressure. The tbcus groups discussed how peer pressure tends to have a negative
connotation to it but they all agreed that peer pressure can also be a positive force.
Character educution and academic achievement
Benninga's lorrgitudinal and empirical study, done in 2003, involved 681
clementary schools applying for the California Distinguished Schools Award. The study
was done to see if there was a linear relationship between character education and
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academic achievement. Benninga also agrees with other researchers to say that there is

no full consensus on how character education should be defined, practiced, or evaluated.
He mentions in the study several programs that have been in existence to improve
students' social attitudes and behavior while impacting academic performance. He
mentions the work of Elliott in 1998 with responsive classroom, which is an approach to
integrate social and academic learning, has had significant gains in standardized
academic test scores than did students in other schools (Benninga, 2003). Benninga also

mentions several examples of prograrns not claiming to be character education programs

but for the most part fbcus on improving interpersonal relationships and positive behavior
and how those programs, too have bolstered academic education. Within the application
process, Benninga ranked schools in numerical order based on a rating they were
assigned based on what their character education program was in their school, how they

utilized the prograrrr, and specific examples given to show evidence of this description.
Schools wcre required to document specific examples of how they contribute to their

school, to others, and their community. Of the 681 schools that applied, 230 schools
received the award.
The other variable in the study was academic achievement. The standardized test
used in this study was the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT9) for the Reading, Language,
and Math portions of the test along with the Academic Performance Index (API) which
ranks schools in California based on achievement gain from year to year. The schools

were divided into three groups (high scoring, rniddle, and low) which allowed for the
researchers

to

analyze the data.
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The team of researchers analyzed the character education rating and the academic
achievement levels of 120 sample schools within the 681 population. The correlation
coefflrcient was rather high noting a strong correlation between the two variables. The
scores were analyzed with each covariate indicator and some variables were found to
have positive correlation and some were found to not be as strong. Positive correlations

were found in the following areas: ensuring a clean and secure physical environment,

promoting and modeling fairness, equity, caring and respect, students contributing in
meaningful ways, and promoting a caring community and positive social relationship.
According to Benninga, the results of the research indicate that a composite summary
score of character education criteria is positively correlated with academic indicators
across a series of three years.

lt is important to note, of the schools awarded, a variety of

character education programs and curriculum was present. Some schools had developed

their own character education curriculum while others had fully developed programs that
have been in existence fbr many years. Either wfly, the schools ranking higher were ones

that had some sort of character education program implemented within its current

curriculum.
Peer relationships rsnd social skills

Battistich takes a more social approach when he analyzes the variables of peer
relationships and effective intervention programs. Battistich comments that research has
accumulated rapidly regarding the irnporlance of peer relationships for socialization and

socio-moral development. Because of this surge in data, intervention programs have
been designed to help youth who experience

difficulty in this area. Battistich states that

almost all of the interventions have been based on the assumption that children
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experience problems with peers because of deficiencies in their social

skills. The results

of these programs have been sketchy. The findings do not show a strong correlation
between training of social skills and improved peer relationships. Battistich's research
describes the effects of a comprehensive school-based intervention program (Child

Development Pro.lect-CDP) on children's peer relations and social adjustment. The

major elements of the program are: developmental discipline, cooperative activities,
opportunities for pro-social action, and activities to promote interpersonal understanding
and pro-social values. According to Battistich, the program was designed to

build caring

colllrlunities in the school where students, staff, and parents are concerned with one
another and work together to achieve their comrnon goals. The participants involved in
the study are 521 third through sixth grade over a four year period of

time. Data was

collected through classroom observations with rleasurements taken in the following
areas: peer acceptance, peer assessments of social behavior, loneliness and social
dissatisfaction, social anxiety, perceived popularity, perceived social competence, self
esteeln, and liking of school. The results of the study pretty much followed suit to other
studies done in this area as well. Acceptance by peers was positively related to selfesteenr, perceived social competence, perceived popularity, and liking fbr school, and

negatively associated with loneliness and social anxiety. Battistich also realized, with the
longitudinal study, that students' scores on many of the peer acceptance and social
adjustment measures were significantly correlated with the number of years they had
been in school. Battistich summarized his findings to state that the CDP intervention

program has had significant positive effects on children's pcer relationships and social
adjustment.

4r)

After reading some of the classic theories and some of the current literature on
character education, one can ascertain that the framework of character education is fluid
and several researchers have attempted to solidif,, that framework with grounded theory
and tested hypotheses. From all six studies, one can glean a general conclusion that

having a character education program implemented in schools is impoftant, essential, and

worthwhile. All six studies commented in some fashion that schools are in the unique
position of having an important influence on today's youth and that we, as a society,
should use this influence judiciously. All researchers commented though that it is not the
sole responsibility of the educational system to shoulder this

task. Families, religious

institutions, communities, and society, as a whole, should and do play a role in the
development of character and also have an impoftant influence. The researchers also
recognize that we cannot teach students all the specific knowledge, values, or behaviors

that will lead to success in all aspects of their lives. Some research even reveals that
there is little evidence showing that by having students participate in a character
education program actually changes one's thinking in behavior. Character education is a
piece of the multi-layered puzzle of rnorality. The researchers agree that character
education in any setting is simply arbitrary unless it is based on a philosophical

foundation or {iarnework. This is where society struggles with character education.
Because there is no current, consistent approach to character education that covers all

philosophies and social theories, communities or educators are challenged to decide
and/or develop a curriculum that best meets the needs of the community. The area of
concern is not so much whether character education should also be irnplemented in the
education curriculum but how charactcr education should be irnplcmented and what that

,s0

model looks like. Moreover, how to define character, the confusion of the words
character, morals, and ethics, along with partnering with parents to help our students be
equipped to be good students and citizens within our corrmunity leave many districts

floundering with what they should do next.
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Methodologr
Action research was the avenue for data collection for this case study. As Mills
(2003) suggests, action research is any systematic inquiry conducted to gather
information about how a parlicular group operates, how they understand a concept, or
how well a group learns within that environment. The data is gathered with the goals

of

gaining insight, developing and/or improving reflective practice, effecting positive
changes in the school environment, and improving student outcomes and the lives

of

those involved. The main goal of action research is to enhance the lives of children and

the lives of professionals. It is for this reason that I set out to understand what views our

community and building hold on character education and how our culrent programming
may be irnproved to help children be academically and socially strong. The action
research fbr this case study involved both a quantitative and qualitative approach which is
also called a rnixed-method research design

(Mills, 2003). Each method will

be

addressed separately.

Quantitative Data
Quantitative rnethods focus on the funnel down approach with the researcher
evaluating what current research is saying. Quantitative research is experimental in
nature with the data being measured through a hypothesis in order to understand a certain

phenomena. The researcher sets out to prove something with the data in order to validate
the hypothesis. Quantitative researchers (positivists) are concerned with the outcome

of

the data rather than the proccss. The researcher sets out to deductively synthesize the data

to find out if something is going on. Quantitative research methods emphasize reliability
or the consistency of the data. Quantitative data allows the researcher to make
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generalizations about a certain population chosen randomly. Participants are selected

randomly in order to make assumptions or inferences about that particular group (Leedy,
2001).

The purpose of this quantitative research was to conduct two diffbrent surveys and
gather a broad range of data from parents, administration, and teachers within Century

Middle School and the community on what character is, where it comes from, the role of
character education in schooUhome, and the impact of character education on the
student's well being.

Parent and Staff SurveY
The parent survey consisted of 73 summative and formative questions and the

staff survey consisted of 24 summative and formative questions. The ordinal Likert-type
survey was set up for the parlicipants to respond to statements using a 5-point scale.

(

1

:

strongly agree, Z:agree,3:neutral, 4:disagree, 5:strongly disagree)' The surveys
evaluated the parent's and staff s perception of character, development of character,
character influences, setting of character education, and the irnpact of character education

on their child's behavior. Because of the forced-choice format, the response was

unifbrmly rnterpreted, easy to tabulate, and easier fbr the participant to complete. The
ordinal datawas collected and compiled in a chart detailing the variables which will be
further explained in the deductive analysis of the thesis. The data allowed for the
oppoftqnity to make an inference ahout the beliet-s of the staffand the beliefs of

a

population of parents within the Century Middle School community, understand
phenornena of character education,, and see

if my hypothesis that character education

needs to be taught in the classroom as well as at home is correct-
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Parenl participants and survey
The population of this survey consisted of parents with a child on the 7th grade
Thunder team. Parent participants ranged in age from 30 to 50. The participants are

Lakeville residents and may or may not have other children in the school system.
I

Because of the anonymity of the survey, specific demographics of each participant are

I

I

unknown.

I

The parent surveys were placed in the team area, outside of my classroom, and
could be completed while parents waited to visit with teachers. There was no obligation

for parents to complete the anonymous survey. For privacy, completed surveys were
placed in a closed box. A consent form was displayed next to the surveys. Participants
were not asked to authorize a consent fbrm because of the anonymity of the survey.

Their completion of the survey implied consent.
Staff Participunts and survey
The population of this survey were teachers and administration ernployed at
Century Middle School and range in age from 24 to 60. Because of the anonymity of the
survey, specific demographics of each participant are unknown.
The statT surveys were placed in each staff member's inter-office mailbox located
in the staff Iounge. There was no obligation for the staff to complete the anonymous

survey. Completed surveys were placed in my inter-offrce mailbox. A consent form was
posted on the bulletin board. Participants were not asked to authorlze a consent fbrm
becausc of the anonymity of the survey. Their completion of the survey implied consent.
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Qualitative Data
The other half of the mixed-methods research is qualitative data. Qualitative
research takes a funnel up approach using narrative, descriptive data in order to
understand the way things are and what the data means from the perspectives of the
research participants

(Mill, 2003). '[he researcher (constructivist or post-positivist)

sets

out to inductively synthesize or interpret the data to find out what is going on.

Qualitative researchers are more concerned with the process than with outcome. The data
collected is descriptive, gathered in a natural setting, and usually consist of the

participant's own words. The primary goal of qualitative research is to develop concepts
or themes within a population or sampling of people (Leedy, 2005).

My research was done using in-depth interviews (Bogdan, I984). Upon
completion of the interviews, data was organized by cornpleting concept maps for each
participant (Appendix

A).

Concept maps, a strategy suggested by Stnnger (1996), is used

to help researchers visualize the major influences that have affected the study. A concept
map gives researchers an opportunity to display the analysis of the problem and

determinc consistencies and inconsistencies that may exist between the disparate groups

(Mills, 2003). Data was coded and categorized using the general rnethod of constant
comparative analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Each person's perspective is valuable and aids to the formation of an idea or

theme. Qualitative research rnethods emphasize validity or the accuracy of the data and
have many advantages. Generally the data is in-depth, involves direct valuable contact

with the participants, and the data, whether fiom a small or large group, can be developed
into an understanding.
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The purpose of my qualitative research was to acquire an understanding

of

character and character education amongst a smaller Century Middle School population
and analyze

why and how people think the way they do. Information was gathered

through one-ori-one interviews in a private setting. The research gives a portrayal

of

'what Century students, staff, and parents deem important and worthwhile when it comes
to character education in and out of the classroom.
Prtrent, Stqff, and Student Interviews
Eleven interviews were conducted with parents, staffi and students. The

following is a detailed description of the participants involved. Al1 participants were
Caucasian and live in middle level income family homes. The descriptions

participants

identif

ofthe

the background, experience, and personality within the school

system. The participants were verbally selected by rne and all eleven agreed to partake in
the interview process. I tried to select participants who varied in age, experience,
education, residenCy, personality, and topic interest.
Six stu.f[' memher

purticipants

Cutey-administration
Catey is 37 years old, single, and lives in Minneapolis. She has been in the
educational lield fbr I5 years. Her undergraduate degree was completed at the College
St. Scholastica with

al-12 English major.

She has two masters degrees; one in

of

Athletic

Adrninistration and the other one in Educational Leadership. She also earned her

principal's licensure and has taken several doctoral courses. Catey taught Literature for
six years at a metropolitan school then went to a small central Minnesota town where she
was employed as an assistant principal. From there she moved to a rural community and
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served five years as a principal, finally ending up at Century Middle School. She has
been principal here for the past two

years. Catey has a well-rounded background in

education and has a passion to help children succeed. She has guided our building

through grade configuration changes, budget cuts, and staff changes and continually
holds a high esteem to doing what is best for students. She supports her staff by
appreciating and recognizing quality work, providing an open door policy, and guiding

staffto be the best we can be.

She has been quoted as saying on many occasions that she

wants Century to be the 'best middle school' ever! She was chosen for this research
because she has a leadership role in the building-

Ron

-

administrulirtn
Ron is 46 years old, married with three children, and lives in Lakeville. All of his

children do/did attend Century Middle School where he is currently the dean of students

for the

6'h

grade. Ron has been in education for 24 years and holds a master's degree and

principal licensure. He taught for two years in a rural community, one year at a
university, six years in a metropolitan school, and seven years in an urban school. He
was hired with Century Middle School eight years ago as a dean oI'students. He coaches
his son's basketball team and enjoys relating anything in life to a sports analogy. He is
passionate about character education and was the main spark behind the curriculum

getting started in our building along with the 'character' banners that are posted in the
entryway defining what our building stands for and believes

in.

Being a parent, Lakcville

resident, and an administrator in the community made him a worthwhile candidate fbr the
study.

Rohin

- teacher
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Robin is 28 years old, single, and lives in Minneapolis. She holds an
undergraduate and a masters in Special Education. Prior to teaching at Century Middle
School, she taught one year in a different country and one year in a suburban school

district. This is her second yeff with the Lakeville district

as a Special Education teacher.

She is passionate about helping students with disabilities and knows the intricate details

of special education. She enjoys her position and teaches with a perfbct blend of humor
and

sensitivity. She is co-advisor of the newspaper club at Century Middle School

makes

and

it a point to be actively involved in students' lives outside of the classroom.

She

conducts herself in IE,P meetings with professionalism and reaches out to parents in a

way they can understand and appreciate. Because of her straightforward nature she is a
great candidate for this studY.
Bob

- teacher
Bob is 52 years old, married with two children, and livcs outside the Lakeville

area. He has been teaching for 14 years and all of them being with the Lakeville school

district. He holds his science licensure

and a masters degree. He has been teaching at

Century Middle School since it opened in 1999. He has a unique sense of humor and
usually tells it like it is. He doesn't sugar coat things and has a tinger on the pulse of the
educational system. He has seen reforms come and go and knows a lot about his subject

area. His teaching style is very systematic, organized, and routine. He relates well with
students and also structures his classroom with set guidelines and expectations. He
teaches

with

a hancls-on approach and often times corrments how he is meant

for middle

school because he is not a 'feel-good' type of teacher that oflbrs a lot of warm fuzzies

that may be more typical of elementary teachers. Outside of school, Bob enjoys
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camping, fishing, coaching baseball, and spending time with his family. Because of his
experience and knowledge of the system, Bob made a good candidate for this study.

Molly-teacher

Molly is 33 years old, married with two children with one on the way, and lives in
Lakeville. Molly

has been teaching

for I 2 years. Her first year was at a small rural

school, years two through four were at a Lakeville Middle School, and years five through
12 have been

with Century Middle School. She holds her English licensure and

a

Masters in Education. She is a 'real' teacher in the fact that what you see in the
classroorn is what you would see in the hallway, outside the building, and at her home.

Her passion is helping students succeed no matter what level they are at. She reflects on
her teaching and continually tries to improve what she does"

Molly attends workshops

outside of her classroom hours to improve her teaching, develop new lessons, and gather

additional knowledge on current issues/trends. She has motivational posters hung around
her classroom prornoting reading, respect, hard work, and diversity. The colors in her

room are bright and cheery. In my opinion, Molly is one of the better teachers we have in
our building because she ernbodies the entire 'package' of what a teacher should be. Shc
is teaching

fbrthe right reasons, even after

12 years in the

field. Outside of school she

enjoys reading, playing board games, and hanging out with her family. Because of her
persistence to her practice and her willingness to help others be better, she made a great

candidate tbr this study.

Kim-teacher

Kirn has been teaching for nine years, one year at a suburban middle school and
eight years at Century Midctle School. Kirn is 46 years old, married with two children,
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and lives outside of the Lakeville

district.

She holds her undergraduate and master's

degrees in mathematics. Outside of school she enjoys reading, cooking, astronomy, and

gardening. I wanted to interview Kim because I thought that she would offer an
interesting perspective to character education because of her background and upbringing.
She tends to take the other side

of

issues just to be the

devil's advocate. She uses

sarcastic humor when working with students and she says that her abrasive approach

works well with middle school students, She has emotional baggage from her past that
spills into her personal and professional life; therefore creating an 'on again, ofTagain'
moody behavior. Her classroorn is pretty bare with hardly anything hung on the wall.
She floesn't change her bulletin boards all

year. Her demeanor is pretty straight forward

and can be intimidating to both adults and

kids. Because of her candid remarks,

background, and interesting perspective she has on teen issues, I thought she would be a
good candidate fbr this research.
Tua parent interviews

Don and Carol- parents
Don and Carol have been married for 18 years and have two children who both
attend Century Middle School. Don and Carol are originally liom Nebraska and moved

to Lakeville ten years ago. Both parents work outside the home. There is no shortage

of

conversation with these two folks. Don works in sales and Carol is a para-profbssional

with the Lakeville school district. Their son was one of my students last year and we
know each other through sports teams that our sons have played on. Don is very softspoken and philosophical in thought and Carol is almost the exact opposite exhibiting
boldncss, sassiness, and direct corrunents that get to the point of the matter. They live in
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a

typical suburban neighborhood with two car garages, two story homes with brick fronts,

and nice landscaped yards. They are involved in their children's education, community
and

willing to help anyone in need.

Because of their generosity and great conversation, I

knew they would be great candidates for this research.
Sue uncl Bill-parents

Sue and

Bill

have been married for

2l

years and have four children, two of whom

attend Century Middle School. They live in Lakeville and are quite involved with their

children's academic and athletic life. Bill works out of the home and Sue is a stay-athome

mom. Their son was one of my students last year and Bill had coached my son

several years ago in soccer- Both

Bill

and Sue teach religion classes on Wednesday

evening and faith is a big part of their fhmily, conversation, and behavior. They live in a

typical suburban neighborhood filled with lots of kids and rnulti-level family homes.
Their home is one of the larger ones on the street with a red brick liont. The inside of the
home is beautifullydecorated and cozy to visitors. Both

Bill

and Suearegreat people

that oftbr very insightful conversations. It is fbr this reason that I thought they would be
great candidates for this study.
Tltree student interviews
Tim

Tim is 14 years old and

an eighth grader at Century

Middle School and was one

of rny students last year in Literature class. He is an extremely bright student involved in
karate and newspaper club outside of school. Currently he is grade accelerated

forthe

subjects of Geography and English. He is paft of the gifted and talented program at

Century Middle School. Tim is a very active student with a heafi-warming personality.
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He talks non-stop and enjoys being involved in anyhing he can get his hands on. He

lives in Lakeville with his parents and an older sister. Because of his positive disposition,
his willingness to help, and his ability to talk, I thought Tim would be a great student
candidate for this studY.
A

ngie

Angie is 14 years old and is an eighth grader at Century Middle School. Angie
was one of my students last year in Literature class. Academically, Angie is an average
student, has a huge heart, and shows respect amongst students and staff. She is very
conscientious about her work and always tries hard to do her best. She is an avid

volleyball and basketball player outside of the classroom. She is not consumed with
looks, thshion, or boys. She has a few close friends who are also great kids. She is
sornewhat shy in a large group setting but will speak up in smaller group settings or one-

on-one. Because of her level of respect, kindness, and attitude, I thought Angie would be
a great studcnt candidate fbr this project.
Sancly

Sandy is

l3

years old and is a seventh grader at Century Middle School. Sandy is

currently one of my students in Literature class. Academically, Angie is very bright but
may not ahvays apply her full effort to her work. She loves to laugh, has a great

personality, and sometimes consumes her thoughts with boys, fashion, and friends. She
is an extremely talented soccer player and has many friends. Her contagious smile
catches anyonc's eye in the hallway and seems to be genuinely nice to everyone she

meets. She is certainly not shy and is willing to talk with students and adults in any

setting. Sandy is one of those people that brightens up a room when she enters it.
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Because of her outgoing attitude and ability to talk with adults in conversation, I thought
Sandy was a great student candidate for this project.

Setting.for the interviews
The ability to ask questions from the participant's corrrments deemed the data

worthwhile and meaningful. The responses were individual to the interviewee but still
allowed me to develop common themes based on participant's responses and the
population as a whole. The participants took an active role in the dialogue providing
detailed information about their perspective or paradigm on one's character and how it
shapes one's

personality. The insight gleaned fi"om the interviews proved to be

a

valid

and useful method for the entire research process.
Because human subjects and minors were questioned in the qualitative process, all

participants were asked to sign a consent form. Students were asked to acquire their

parent's signature on the consent form as well. The duration of the interview lasted any
where from 20-90 minutes depending on the participant's level of interest, response to
questions, and willingness to discuss the topic. The participants were selected on

a

variety of qualifications. Participants were chosen based on interest with the subject, age,
educational experience, personality, knowledge of subject, and/or status or position

within the school system. The students and families were chosen because I have
developed a strong, trusting relationship with them through extra-curricular activities,
teacher/student connection, and/or family/friend connections. The two administration
participants were strong candidates because of their position within the building, their

vision fbr our building, and the interaction they have with students outside of the
classroom. The interviews took place where it was most convenient fbr the participant.

(r3

Some of the interviews were held in their homes, at a coffee shop, in their classroolTL or
in the

library. I recruited the participants either through verbal contact or through e-mail.
Interviews consisted of 16 open-ended, higher level questions. Not all questions

were asked from those prepared ahead of time. Depending on the information given

during the interview or the participant's willingness to share information, additional

'

questions were asked based on the information given to me by each participant. Some

of

the preliminary questions of the interview were based on the definition of character,

where it comes from, and whether one can be born with character and/or taught character.

A discussion evolved from there regarding the participant's life experiences and
perspective on the topic.
Quantitative data allows the researcher to make generalizations about the population
and the data from the surveys allows me to make inferences about the staff at Century Middle

School and the parents within the Lakeville community. The data also allows for breadth

of

information. What the quantitative data doesn't allow for is other interpretations of the
question, the basis tbr the inforrnation, the explanation of the opinion, the participant's ability

to elaborate their answers, and the personal interaction that the researcher can build upon once
a

relationship has been established, and the depth of exploration within a certain topic. It is for

this reason that I decided to conduct interviews with parents, staff, and students within Century

Middle School.

Interview's

'fhe qualitative data collected revealed unique perspectives from a smaller population

within Century Middle School. Chosen fbr the diversity of their background, their knowledge
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and experience within education, and their willingness to be forthright, the participants

collectively provide a sampling of individual stories and schema to the current data of character
and character education. Guidelines of the Institutional Review Board were followed carefully
and completely fbr both the qualitative and quantitative data collection.

Data Anctlltsis
"Researchers interpret data to make sense of the research findings and to answer the
question, 'so what?" (Mills, 2003, p.138)- My data analysis process consisted of transcribing
the detailed interview notes into field notes. Upon completion of the field notes, the next step
was to code the data. Coding the data allowed me to develop patterns and give meaning to the
data as well as break down the information into manageable chunks. Once the information was
pared down, the remaining data would help support or negate the research questions of this

thesis. The data was sorted and categorized. Once categories emerged, I was able to develop a
concept map (Appendix A) for each participant and base the findings in grounded theory.
Crounded theory allows fbr the analysis of data by identifoing, naming, categorizing, and
describing phenomena within the interviews. (Glasser

&

Strauss, 1967) With the grounded

theory approach, the concept maps listed the major fhctors of character education within each
interview, interrelationships of concepts, along with my own observations from the study.
The concept maps served as a visual tool to see sirnilar ideas and labels within this

CMS population and also look fbr consistencies and inconsistencies between parlicipants. The
concept maps revealed seven cofftmon themes for which

*y

theoretical research is based. The

common themes are:

.
.
.
.

Defrning tenlinology
Nature vs. nufiure
Core beliel"s
Primary source
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.

Character within education
Character education's effectiveness
Moral decline

(;(r

Research Findings
The measurement of data is an imporlant part of the research process. As Leedy

(2001) mentions, the measurement of data is the limiting of any phenomenon -substantial
or insubstantial-so that those data may be interpreted and compared to an acceptable
qualitative or quantitative standard. Within this action research about character education
both quantitative and qualitative information was collected. The analysis fbr the data is
quite extensive and several main themes emerged from the information. I will be
displaying the data in two main parts, the surveys and the interviews.
The Survey

The ordinal survey used to gather infbrmation from parents, teachers, and

administration consisted of 23 questions for parents and24 questions fbr staff

respectively. The survey asked participants to circle a number that best reflects their
feeling/opinion about the statement regarding character education. Questions were asked
regarding the origin of character, the development of character, the need for character, the

role of character education both at home and in school, along with the current character
education prograrn (CONNECT) taught at Century Middle School. A total of 65
parent/guardians completed the survey. All but fbur surveys were used for this analysis.
Four were discarded due to incomplete answers on the back side of the form. A total

6l

of

parent surveys were used to analyze the data and gather mmmon themes amongst a

general population of parents within Century Middle School. Within the staff population

of 52 available participants,

a total

of 33 surveys were completed and returned. All 33

surveys were used to analyze the data for the staffresponses.
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The graph below shows the breakdown of each statement and the percentage

of

participants responding with that answer for both the parent survey and the staffsurvey.
The highest percentage of responses is highlighted for both populations. An asterisk (*)
behind the percentages indicate that the staff survey and the parent survey both had this
response as their highest percentage for that statement. With this denotation, one can see

that there are several areas that parents, teachers, and administration agree upon with

specific aspects of character education. Common themes will be discussed after the data
is presented.
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Overall on the survey, parents and staff agreed on several components of character,
character education, and how it impacts Century Middle School. In fact, parents and staff
aligned themselves on 17 of the24 questions. Of the l7 questions in agreement, the
percentages differed only

fiom two to eight points within the same column with one outlier that

had an 18 point difference. The following points briefly highlight the areas that parents and

staff were in agreement.

. A child can develop character traits.
. Development of character is worthwhile and necessary.
. Character is related to sclf esteem.
. Students need to be equipped with character traits.
. Parents and teachers play an important role in developing a child's character.
. Schools should have a character education prograrr).
. There is a moraUethical decline in today's youth.
. Developing a child's character is primarily thc rcsponsihility of the farnily.
. Character education is irnportant and necessary ftrr the future of our youth.
. Character education should be integrated within thc core curriculum.
. It is irnportant that Century rnaintain and build on the CONNECT curriculum.
Surve.y themes

Several themes emerged from tlre survey data that allows a general consensus to be
made about the population's thoughts and f-eelings about sorrleone's character and how

charactcr education fits within the familial and classroom setting. The themes are: (a)

of

students develop traits through their own thinking and experiences and the developrnent
character is not only necessary but worthwhile fbr the community at large,

(b) children need to

be given opportunities to discuss and understand social issues in order to make better decisions,

(c) one's character is a direct reflection of their selfiesteem and decision making skills, (d) both
parents and teachers play an imporlant role developing a student's character but

it is the

farnilial structure that has the primary responsibility of teaching core values or traits to

a

IJ

student, (e) schools need to have a character education program because it has a direct and

positive impact on student behavior, (f) there is a moral and ethical decline with today's youth
but it is not the fault ofthe educational system, (g) and lastly, Century Middle School should
maintain and continue to build the current character education program and that character
education should be taught in all classrooms throughout the day, not just during homeroom
trme.

As mentioned in the methodology section, the concept maps within this study revealed
seven common themes. The common themes identified are

(l)

defining terminology, (2)

nature vs. nurture, (3) core beliefs, (4) primary source, (5) character within education, (6)

character education's effectiveness, and lastly (7) moral decline. These seven themes will be
expandecl on below and include direct, relevant comments from the study's participants.

De./ining Terminology
One of the most

difficult

aspects

of any character education program is defining what

is

meant by the word character. Many people may use the word in everyday conversation but
when asked to put meaning to the word, the task may become a bit more

difficult. Bob states,

"Defining character is clifflcult! I have heard and used that word several times in my lif'e but
never really thought about how to actually define it."

Bob's comment aligns itself with the first theme that emerged from the interviews.
Character can cover so much of someone's behavior that it may be difficult to wrap up its
meaning in a short, simplistic definition. Robin also captures the difficulty of this task. Robin
says,

"l fbel silly that I don't know how to answer this question. I always

thought I knew what

it meant but when I am actually asked to put it into words, I am not able to. Maybe if I look
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the word up in the dictionaryto see how
is

it is worded...it will help me make sense of them. It

difficult to describe."
Some participants were more definitive with their answer and felt confident with their

definition of character. Ron states, "Character represents who you are...who you are when the
door is open and who you are when the door is closed." According to Angie, "Character is
how the person acts, what they say, how they treat other people....how well they do in school."
When the word character is defined, words like values, codes, morals, traits, and personality

arise. Bob went furtherto say, "l would say it isthequalitiesorthings that arebuilt into us...l
guess another word might be values." According to Catey, "Character is the way you conduct

yourself ...your moral base that is evident in what you say or do." Other participants tried to
describe character as the heart or centerof an individual person. Robin shares, "Character is
the soul of a person...the 'meat' of who they really are."

As mentioned earlier, character has been talked about in many famous quotes by
famous people and delined by several researchers. Many well-known theorists like Piaget,

Kohn, Vygotsky, and Kohlherg have wrestled with the same notion of defining these same

words. Throughout history, consistent tenninology is not adopted because at various periods
throughout history, the fi-amework has changed and adapted to current situations and needs.
E,ach theorist describes these terms in order

to apply to their dealings withrn a social context

that are drectly related to people's interests, rights, or well-being of that parlicular period in

tirne. Character, and the teaching of character, has become an individualistic perspective that
usually is defincd by one's background, upbringing, or personal experiences. Carol's
comments reveal her strong belief in parental influence. Carol shares her thoughts:

I think character is a little bit of both nature and nurture but I truly think a big
paft of a lrcrson's character is what their parcnts taught thern and how they were

15

raised. I keep coming back to the fact that character is knowing right from
wrong and that it comes back to parents and their influence on the child.

One's schema or personal experience helps shape their definition of character. Don felt

very strongly that one's upbringmg has a direct correlation to one's character. According to
him, "Character is how you were brought up..,what your mom and dad taught you...your
rrranners...how you act in public and private."

As if defining character wasn't hard enough, I asked the parlicipants to define morals
and values. They also wrestled with their response. For example,

Molly says, "W'hew, that is a

heavy question. It is tricky because I know that I have used those words interchangeably and

know they all mean something different."

All but one of my participants

had a difficult time defining or putting into words the

mcaning of character, morals, and values. When asked what character, morals, and values
mean, it was not uncommon to experience long pauses within the interview in order for the
participants to fbrmulate their response. For example, Ron responded,

-'Well....uhmm....let

me see...(pause) That is diff-rcult to answer because I don't think people really understand

what those words mean."
Sometimes themes are not necessarily obvious to the researcher and it takes several

points of processing the data that overlapping themes surface. In this case, it was blatantly

obvious that defining character, values, and morals was something that people, within this
population, had a difficult time with. Because of this reoccurrence at every interview, I could
conclude that the vagueness of the terms within this topic was a valid theme.
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As you can see by the participants candid comments, the term character was not
consistently defined in a certain w&y, but some general sommonalities can be derived from the
data.

Nature vs. Nurture
You get your blue eyes from your father and your freckles from your mother but where
do you get the personality to be patient, persistent, or musically artistic? Do you learn these

lrorn your parents or is it predetermined by your genes? It is clear that physical characteristics
are hereditary, but when it comes to a person's behavior, personality, or disposition,

it is not

quite as clear. More than a century ago, Sir Francis Galton studied the role of genes in one's

intelligence. Galton's lindings helped to clarifii unanswered questions about physical
characteristics but it still rernains a mystery as to how, or if, genes play a role with one's

personality. The age-old debate of nature vs. nurture has never really been clearly defined and
continues to be an issue that creates curiosity among many people. Bob explains,

"l think

sorrreone is born with character. Scientists have lbund that certain things like intellect and

personality are genetic but I also believe that some things can be taught or learned."
Some researchers think that people act the way they do because of their genetic

chernistry. This is known
f-ence, scientists

as the nature theory

of human behavior. On the other side of the

believe that people act the way they do because of how they were taught or thc

experiences they've had. This is known as the nurture theory of hurnan behavior

(www.iivescience.cor/hunranbiology). There is plenty of information that says both sides
rnight be right. I thought it woulcl he interesting to ask the participants what tlreir thoughts
were concerning this obscure debate. Molly and Robin agreed that both nature and nufture

play a role in one's personality. Molly comments first fbllowed by Robin:
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I think it is a little bit of both but I keep leaning more towards the nature
side. I think of my own kids and how they act. One of my boys is very
patient, calm and mild-mannered while my other son is very stubborn,
persistent, and aggressive. I think those traits were innate.
I think it is a little bit ofboth. I think some of character is innate.
For example, some people are born with a mental illness...but I also
think character can be taught to a certain extent. Some people also have
the capability to show a certain character trait but they may choose not to.

AII ofthe participants, even the students who may not be as well-educated with the
nature and nufiure issue, felt that someolle can be born with parts of their character as well

as

learn character traits from their life experiences and/or family influences. The direct quotes
gathered from the interviews, interestingly enough, do not align with the data I received from
the survey. With the surveys, the parents agreed (55%) that a child is born with a certain set

of

character traits. On the other hand, the staff strongly disagreed {42% ) that a child is born with
a cerlain set of character

traits. When the teachers were surveyed on whether

a

child develops

character traits because of their own thinking and experiences, they agreed (60%) and the
parents also agreed to the same statement by a 52o/'r margin. One can conclude from the data
that parents also view character as both nature and nufture where teachers may side a little
ffrore with the nurture side of the debate. Sue, one of the parent participants, highlighted this
conclusion:

I think that your character is the corc of who a person is but I think
it can be shaped by diffbrent experiences and rnight depend on what drives
people. You hear about stories all the time where a kid grows up in a
horrible environment and ends up turning his/her life around and is successful.
On the flipside, you hear stories where children grow up in a great envirttnnrent and
with lots of love and attention and cnd up making bad choices and become delinquents.
I think it is a little bit of both but prohably a little rnore of nature than nurturc.
Most of the cotnments liom the intervicws reflect both a nature and nufiure perspective
so thc results of the surveys and thc interviews do not really clear up the issue on whether
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character is innate or learned so the debate drags on. If anything, it confirms that it is probably
a little bit of both sides of the theory.
Core BelieJi

An important aspect of what makes character education debatable is the values that are
taught by the educational system. According to Carol:

I think respect should always be taught in the school. I think this is very
important...how they treat each other but I think it should start in the home and
followed up in school. Kids need to learn how to respect others. I really think this is
why we have some terrible things happening in schools because kids don't know how
to respect people who may be different from them.
Should the values being taught be the values of the community, the family, the
teacher's, or what the district/school deem important? Who creates the curriculum and does it
match the needs of the general student body? Is

is it just a packaged program that is made to

it

a tailored program to the specific school

or

fit? Bill tosses around some of the same concerns

as he wonders:

I think character education is a good thing but one thrng that worries me is what
actually is being taught? Who is writing the curriculum, what does that person believe
in and what are their credentials? What if his/her be lief i.s difl'erent fu'om mine'/
Sometimes I think that time in school can be better spent teaching the core subjects and
leave the character piece to the parents at home.
When asked what topics should be addressed at school through a character education
program, participants respondcd by discussing core values that they see as sritical. Robin
states:

I think schools should cover some of the basic traits like respect, attitude,
compassion, integrity, pridc and responsibility....just likc we cover at Century.
Students need to have these traits in their lives because unfbrtunately,
cspecially at a rniddle school level, television and media sometimes u'ork
against the very grain of what we try and instill in our CONNECT curriculum.
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Molly brings up a valid point of how the line of character traits blends so closely to the
line of morals and how school systems need to be cautious of what we are covering in a
character education program when she shares:

As a teacher I am very huppy to help shape a student's character and help them learn
core values like honesty, respect, responsibility but when it comes to morals....l don't
think that is my job nor do I think it should be. I think these two words are so
intertwined that people might see them as one in the same and I can also see how
rnaybe sorne parents, when they hear the word moral, they do not want anything like
that taught in school. I think we teach core values that I think the general parent
population would be hard-pressed to argue with---things like honesty, integrity, respect,
responsibility, decision making, etc.
I thought it was interesting that a few parlicipants discussed the importance for children
to learn compassion and to realize there is a'world'of people in need outside of Lakeville.
Both Boh and Catey mention the need fbr students to be more glohally aware of their
surroundings. Bob comments first fbllowed by Catey:
I think we need to address the concepts of peer pressure, integrity, responsibility, and
respect. I think an even bigger issue to address, especially with middle school students,
is...l guess you could say...socio-economics...teaching kids about a diflerent
pcrspective, They need to undcrstand that not everything is rosy in the world and there
are people have very difficult lives. I think we teach students who come Iiorn pretty
affluent farnilies and they don't understand that not everyone lives like that.

I think we should teach the standard topics like respect, responsibility, honesty, hard
work, and diversity but even more importantly I ttunk we need to also teach students to
have a sense of others....looking beyond yourself...l guess you could call it thinking
outwardly. Adolescents aretypically ego-centricbut I still think it is irnportantthat we
try to teach kids the irnportance of heing sensitive to other's needs, especially people
who are not like us.
Student comments can enlighten the research by providing a different dimension liom

theirperspective and what theyseeday in and dayout at school that parents and/orstaff may
not see. The student participants mentioned some of the same core values but also added the
topic of bullying. Sandy and Tim both comrrrent on bullying. Sandy says,

"l think character
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education should cover honesty, integrity, treating others with respect, responsibility, and

bullying. I think our biggest problem. within our grade, is respect of others and bullying. I
it all the time. Tim shares, "l think kids need to

see

be taught respect, attitude, integrity, how to

put your best effbrt forward, and how to stop bullying. It seems like bullying has gotten worse

in the last couple years and kids may not know how to handle it."

Most of the participants mentioned some of the same core values or issues. The values
or topics that were mentioned most frequently were:

.
r
r
.
'
o
I
.

respect fbr others and property
honesty
responsibility
attitude

bullying
compassion for others
peer pressure
decision rnaking skills

It is hard to argue the worthiness or validity of the topics listed above. Most of the
surveys revealed that parents and staff felt strongly (80% and 96% respectively) that students
need to be equipped

with character traits in order to become productive, caring citizens. Most

of the topics above, with the exception of decision making skills, could be incorporated 'uvithin
a curriculum

without the fear of religious, cultural, or ethnic bias or influence. Over

75o/o

of

the staff and l5o/a of the parents surveyed agreed that character education is not only important

but necessary fbr the future <lf our youth.

Primary Source

-

Parents and Charucter in the Educationul Setting

Whose responsibility is it to teach children character? Decades ago, the family was thc

primary source. It was viewed that families should instruct certain belief-s and morality. When
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parents are the primary source of morality, the bond between parent and student may be

stronger. Bill's quote emphasizes this view quite well:

I feel very strongly that the responsibility of character education should be in
the hands of the parents. I think schools can set up ground rules in order to
have a positive environment and provide acceptable consequences for those actions
I don't think it is the school's responsibility to be the primary provider of this
information.
Parents do have a very powerful influence on a child's behavior. Sandy demonstrates

that belief in her quote:

I think it is more important fbr parents to teach character education. They
should be more responsible to teach me right ltom wrong. I know that I
would listen to my parents more than I would a teacher when it comes to
certain topics like decision making, peer pressure, honesty, and relationships.

Throughout history though, the shilt has slowly focused its attention to the school

system. Responsibility may have shifted to the educational system for a variety of reasons.
President Bush's push to hold schools accountable to promote character in our nation's youth,

dual income parents witlr less time to be the primary source of character instruction, the
negative influence of media, moral, ethical, and personal responsibility decline, and a more
acceptable or relaxed parental control could be reasons the responsibility of teaching character
has been laid in the lap of educators. Bob had clear thoughts on who was more responsible:

I think addressing character education in schools is important but if given the choice of
home, school, or church, I think school should be #3 fbr responsibility. I think it needs
to be addressed in school because students may not get it at home...maybe they are not
getting at church either. I don't think it is our primary focus here at school but it is
important and I am glad we are doing it here and it definitely fits in.
The surveys and the interviews revealed consistent data. The survey asked participants
a couple diffbrent questions addressing this issue. The first question asked

if

parents play an

irnportant role in shaping the development of children's character. Parents overwhelmingly
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agreed (95%) that parents play an important part along with teachers following suit with an

agreement from 100% of the participants. Interestingly enough, another question asked

if

teachers play an important role in shaping the development of children's character. Ninetyseven percent of the parents and 97oA of the staffagreed with the statement. The interviews

supported thus according to Robin:

I think schools have a big role in character education. We, as educators, have the
ability to help students make wise decisions by allowing them a chance to dialogue with
other students. During middle school, ther character is developing whether we like it
or not, and it is important to grab a hold of that opportunity to steer them in the right
direction. I think character education should be taught in school ...1 think that society,
in general, realizes that not every child has a good role model at home and not every
child goes to church so the best alternative is to address many of these life skills in a
school setting. Ideally it would be great if the character education piece would be
taught at home but that is not always possible. I think the home setting is the #1 biggest
influence to how and why kids act the way they do. Obviously that is in an icleal world.
I1'we can't have it taught at home then it would be great if schools and parents could
work hand-in-hand to help students be successful in life.
One could hardly argue that both parents and teachers play an important role in a

child's character but who is the plrnary source for that responsibility? The statemcnt on the
survey stated that developing good character in children is primarily the responsibility

of

farnilies. Eighty-seven percent of the parents and 85% of the staff agreed with the statement.
To contirm this notion, I also included a statement on the survey that said that developing good
character in children is primarily the responsibility of the school system. Sixty percent of the
parents and 57o/o of the staff disagreed with this statement.

I also addressed the topic fi-om a diff-erent angle by asking on the survey if the
participant's felt that much of today's negative and risky teen behavior is the result of the
public education system's failure to address these character issues. Sixty three percent of the
staff disagreed with this statement. From that number, one could conclude that the majority
the staff members feel that something or someone else, other than the school system, is to
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of

blame for teen's negative behavior. Interestingly enough, the parents only had 44o/o
disagreeing with that statement. One might conclude that some parents do not place the blame
on the school system but 56% of parents (over half) might place blame on the school system.

Further questioning/interviewing would need to be conducted in order to confirm this notion
The interviews revealed the same notion that parents should be the primary source

of

teaching charactcr education but the interviews revealed another very important point as well.

Most interviewecs mentioned that the parents should be the primary source in an ideal world
but unfortunately that isn't the case and because of this, someone else needs to be responsible
firr teaching character education. That is where the school comes into play. Catey explains:

I am in tavor of teaching character education in school. I think it really starts with the
farnily and children leam character from birth. Ideally it would be great if the two
systems align with one another to best meet the needs of the child so they could hear
the rnessages on two lionts. I think it is great that parents teach character education but
it is reality that some parents are absent in the home now more than when I was
growing up. A person can't really separate the academic world from the ethical world.
Students need to learn the core subjects in order to succeed in lif-e but they also need the
character education piece in order to survive in the real world.
Some parlicipants fbcl character education should not be solely taught by the parents or

the school system but rather a combination of the two, a paftnership if you

will. Carol stated:

like you scratch my
goes
hand-in-hand.
I see it as a
lt
back, I'll scratch yours...we work together.
partnership with parents and schools. Farnilies get it started when the student is young
and then schools guide it lrom there in a larger setting. We handle the private lif-e rules
in smallcr settings with the child whcre the schools handle the larger public setting and

I see the schools

as the enfbrcement of what parents teach almost

the rules or topics should go hand-in-hand.
Most of the interviews revealed that people don't mind that character education is

taught in the school system. In fact, they believed that teaching character education in school
has a direct and positive benefit on the students. According to Molly:

I think teaching character education is a huge part now and not just in our Connect class
but in all core classes. '[-here are many teachable moments that come along where we
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can talk about character education topics. It should be involved in every class and it
should feel like a part of this building's climate-not just a contrived notion that we
throw into a one day 22-minute timefiame to give them a shot of personal life stuff. In
my own life, I had a jr. high teacher that helped me figure out who I was. I was like
any typical teenager and could have taken the wrong path in life with the wrong group
of people but I will never forget that teacher that helped me see that I was valued,
important, and I had a lot going for me in my life. I truly think she had a hand in
shaping the person I am today. I didn't go into teaching because of the chance to teach
character education but it certainly is involved in everything we do and I am glad about
that.

With the surveys, eighty-two percent of the staff and 760/o of the parents agreed with
that statement. Seventy percent of the staff and l4oh of the parents thought that it was

important that schools in America implement some kind of character education program.
One can conclude from both the parents, stafI, and students that parents should be the
obvious prinrary resource to teach character education to their children but because that doesn't
happcn in every household, character education should also be also in schools as well. Not a
huge number (36%) of parents, on the survey, also agreed with the statement that

if character

education wasn't taught at Century then they would see a negative difference in their
son/daughter's behavior. Thirty-six percent of the staff felt that if character wasn't taught at
Century, they would see a negative impact with student behavior. A larger percentage (45%)
were neutral about this statement. One might conclude that the staff feels unsure about the
impact that character education/Connect program has on our student body. This neutrality
leads me to the next common theme that surfhced in the data.
Connec

tion's E/[bctiveness

At Century Middle School, the homeroom time (22 minutes daily)

is titled Connect.

The current character education programming within Connect is titled Connections which is
incorporated once a week. A committee was fbrmed at Century to survey the stafTand students
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last spring and revamp the entire program throughout the summer. Nine themes were chosen

to represent the curriculum and four different hands-on activities were chosen for each theme,
each month. For consistency within the building, all three grades (6tn, 7tn, 8th) have the same

nine themes but all grade levels have different activities that have been chosen, written, or
designed to be age-appropriate to their grade level. The nine themes chosen by the committee

from the survey results were:

r
o
e
r
.
.
.
.
.

Attitude is everything- September
Strive for Excellence - October
Respect - November
Compassion - December
Integrity - January
Pride - February
Diversity - March
Responsibility - April
Celebration of accomplishments

-

May

The committee's hard work and dedication to the project resulted in a fantastic roll-out

during workshop week which provided each teacher with a user-friendly binder (lessons,
objectives, materials, and discussion questions) and staff training on our goals and mission

of

the program. It certainly wasn't easy locating roughly 108 (36 activities fbr each grade level)

diflbrent, age-appropriate activities that could be conducted in a 22-minute timeframe and have
an impact on students as well as the building climate

overall. Tom Jackson, motivational

speaker and character education trainer, kicked off workshop week with a training session to
set the stage fbr our new

program. The feedback was positive and the 'buy-in' was

remarkahle. Most of the staff felt confident with the program and showed a genuine interest
along with a renewed spirit of teaching character education. As head of the committee, I knew
that it would be at least three years until the prograrn would be fully up and running. It would
take time to smooth out glitches and tweak the activities to meet the needs of both the teachers
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and the students. Anytime a new program is implemented whether it be at home, school, or in
a large corporation, committee members often times want to monitor its success and

effectiveness ofthose that it affects. Seventy three percent ofthe stafffeel that the

CONNECTIONS day within our homeroom set-up positively impacts school climate and
student behavior, Similarly noted,74o/o of the parents and 85% of the staff surveyed felt that it
was important that Century maintain and build on the current character education curriculum

(CONNECTIONS). The numbers support the need or desire forthe program and most find it
worthwhile but I also found some interesting results on how difficult it is to really determine
how we are doing when it comes to the effectiveness of our own character education
programrning. Molly explains:

I fbel very strong about teaching character education and I am passionate about helping
kids on apersonal level but I get Ilustrated sometimeswhen I wonderif we are really
gctting through to them" Are they really getting the information, understanding it...and
using it when they rnakc the decisions they do. I think there is a small handful of kids
that get it and a larger handful that just doesn't. I've talked to my team about this many
times and how I f-eel about this but there docsn't seem to be an answer. I WANT this
CONNECTIONS curriculum to work and I KNOW it is very valuable for the kids but I
wonder if it is connecting with them.
As the head of the cornmittee, the results certainly have me wrestling with my own
ideas and approaches when it comes to character education in a school setting.

The survey stated that if children were given opportunities to experience thc
understanding of others, they will be more socially effective. Eighty-eight percent of the staff
and 860/o of the parents agreed with this statement. The COII{NECTIONS program allows

students to engage in meaningful experiences, activities, and discussions that

will help

for

enhance

thcir understanding of others and therefore bc more socially eftbctive. The survey also stated

if

children are given the opportunity to think about and discuss character issues, they tend to
make better clecisions with their own behavior. Eighty-eight percent of the parents and 85%
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of

the teachers agreed with this statement. The activities chosen for the CONNECTIONS

curriculum were designed with discussion questions in order to process the activity. Any
trainer will tell you that it is not the activity or the game that drives the point home, it is the
processing of the activity in the discussion that follows the activity. It is only when students
are allowed to talk about their understanding and how the activity relates to their own life when

the information becomes 'real'and useful to them. As educators, we cannot assume children

will

be able to make that inductive leap on their

own. Bob

says.

Detennining the effectiveness of character education is hard. t think for some kids it is
valuable but fbr soffre kids, like many others they learn at school...it goes in one ear
and out the other. So overall. ..rating the curriculum I would say a four out of five. The
reason I wouldn't say a five is because it is really up to the kids and how receptive they
are to hearing the message. It is up to the kids and what they want to take liorn it.

Both educators and parents feel that it is necessary to have these types of activities

within the school day but what is missing is the ability to calculate, detemine, or measure the
effectiveness of those activities. It is much like a farmer planting a seed. We plant the seed or
the idea in student's minds, tend to the seed, water the seed, and care fbr the soil, but we may

not see the direct results of our actions until much }ater, if even at all. It may be someone else,
who may have had nothing to do with the nurturing process down the road, that will reap the
benefits of our actions. As committee members we may want to see results sooner than we

actually

will.

The farmer analogy is a constant reminder to us that we may not get the cold,

hard facts that support our efforts for several years to come. Kim suggests:

I think we have a good curriculum. The activities are good. I would probably say a
three just bccause I think it is all whether the teachers reinforce the message in their
curriculum. There have been several times I might address lif-e topics in my math
lesson. I think 20 minutes once a week is a joke---it just depends on the kids and thernakc-up o1'the room. It will be diffcrent in every class. I don't think a teacher can
control that. You can teach them character all you want but it still comes back to what
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the kids do with that information and we may never see that during the time we work
with them.
Some corrrrnon sub-themes emerged from this question when

I asked how the

CONNECTIONS time could be improved and what type of feedback they have heard from the
student body. The comments from the staff and students

will be taken back to the comrnittee

at

the end ofthe year when we process how the new curriculum went for us this year. Some staff
members felt that the character education topics discussed should be a part of the general
climate of the building. Ron explains:

I think it is most natural to teach character education in school but it needs to be the
character of the building as well. It starts ftom the top down...frorn administration...to
teachers. ..to students. The charactcr education topics taught within it needs to bc
embedded in the clirnate i-rf the school in order fbr it to be successful.

Some stafTmembers also mentioned that employees within the building should emulate

or rnodel the values being taught in their teaching and behavior, and that teachers should be
teaching character education throughout ther core classes and not just during a homeroom

time.

Some of the staff members felt that 20 minutes a week is simply not enough

time. Both

Kim and Robin's comments address the time element for CONNECTIONS. Kim comments
first followcd by Robin:
To be honest with you, I am not sure that CONNECTIONS, an isolated character
education time, is efl-ective. I think we should be teaching character education in every
class every day. It is how we act as teaclrers,, students, and staff. It is how the students
deal rvith each other and how they see the stafl'work together. There are several
teachable rnoments tlrroughout one school day that we can teach those lif-e skills but it
is whether teachers are taking advantage of those moments or not. I think in rniddle
school it is harcl to tell whether it is eftective or not. Don't get me wrong, I think our
CIONMCTIONS curriculum is good but I think it has to be so rnuch a parl ol-who we
are as a stafl, building, comrrrunity, that it is second nature-not something that is
ftrrced within a22 minute timc period once a week.
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I think the information has to be used outside the 20 minutes and in everyday situations
and in our o\ /n classroorns. It can't be just an isolated time every week. I think some
of the activities are too long and we can't fit it all in. I haven't heard any complaints
but I also think it depends on the student. I notice that girls want to talk fflore during
the discussion than boYs do.

Along with teaching character education outside the isolated time each duy, some staff
members voiced concern that within the 22 minute timeframe there was not enough time to

effectively address important and worthwhile issues. Molly and Bill share insights on this

belief. Molly states first followed by Bill:
I definitely think it needs rrrore time but I know something else would be sacrificed
because of it. Sometimes I really struggle with this because I
know it is irnportant but I feel like 22 minutes is not giving the topic justice and I
always wonder if they are taking anything away trom this 22 minute time or are they
just seeilg it as a time to play a game without really making a connection to their own
lirb.
Sometinres it seems like we get on a roll and we are having a great discussion and then
we have to stop and go to lunch. Sometirnes we barely get done with the activity and
we have to cut it short without processing the activity in order to go to lunch. When I
come back to it the next day, some of thc students have lbrgotten
what we even rtid the day bettrre. More time for the activities would be great but where
are we going to get more time?

Anytime a new program is irnplemented into a fairly well-established structure, one of
the key fhctors of the new program's success is the willingness and support tiom those people
that

will

be using the program. When we implemented CONNECTIONS, as a committee, we

realized that there would be a percentage of staffmembers that would fully support the

prograln, a percentage of staff members that would be neutral about the program but would be

willing to try it, and

a percentage of staff members that would complain about having to do one

more thing within their curriculum. We rvere hoping the later group would be a small

percentage. lt is also important, for the success of the program, that staff members teaching the
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curriculurn do it in a way that reflects excitement and enthusiasm. If not, students will be able

pick up on staffmember's attitudes of uncertainty, unwillingness, or disengagement of the
overall program. Robin explains:

I think the biggest area of improvement needs to be with the 'buy-in' from the stafl.
Unfofiunately I don't think that character education is so much a part of who we are as
a staff, building; or corrrmunity. I think our staff has some great teachers who really
live, breathe, and eat character education and utilize those moments to help kids with
lifb skills but I also think we have some staff members that go through the motions of
teaching and do not really believe in the philosophy of teaching the whole child.

Some of the staff comments mention that character really needs to resonate within the

building from everyone that works there. It should be considered

a team approach where no

one is better than anyone else just because of position title. The team's success in
demonstrating character education largely depends on their chemistry or cohesiveness along

with the representation of good character. Molly's comment definitely highlights the notion of
the team approach when she says:

Well I think one of-the main things with character education with cducators is if you are
teaching thc topics-it should be how you are ALL of the time---how you act here at
school-how you act at home---how you act when no one is watching. It shouldn't be
a lace you put on during CONNECTIONS class for the sake oI'the activity.
Personally, I think there are a rninority of teachers who live by these topics and teach
thern THROLICHOUT the <lay ancl not just in homeroom. I think there are a small
number of teachers in this building that are passionate about the whole child. I think it
is hard filr a building to hold these values or topics within their system if not evervone
IN the system doesn't live by those values or doesn't work to show thern or draw those
qualities out in kids every moment they get. It is so much more than reacting to
situations that happen in the lunchrooffI or the hallway. Character education should be
a parl of who we all are all the time. If kids see this from us as educators,, then maybe
they w'ill let these values we are trying to teach them infiltrate their lives to have it
become so much a part of them that it will be common place to hold those values as
high as wc do our core subject material.
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When the staffwas surveyed on whether they fek that character education was a big
part of who we are at Century Middle School,60a/o of the staffagreed with the statement with
30% being neutral with the statement.

Both administrators mentioned in their interview how important is was that the staff
members set an example to the students and how character education should also be taught
throughout the day as well as during CONNECTIONS in order for it to make an impact. Ron
says:

As a dean of students, one of my jobs is to deal with negative student behavior and
issues that arise with classroom management. I think that it all originates with
character education. By incorporating character education into our daily routine here at
Century and being proactive with behavior and not always reactive, my job looks very
ditfercnt. I have noticed a general decline with the amount of suspensions within the
Iast two years. I attribute a large part of that decline to the character traits we ernphasize
in our building.

Sixty percent of the parents and 72o/o of the staff agreed that character education should
be integrated within the core curriculum and taught by all tcachers in the building.

With the survey, the staft commented that an effective character education taught at
Century helps make the following improvements:

I
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Makes Lakeville a more civil and caring community (21%)
Reduces negative student behavior {22%)
Reduces disrespect for teachers, parents, and peers (21%)
Irnproves academic performance (13%)
Prepares young peoplc to be responsible citizens and productive members of society
(23%)
Helps students make better, more positive decisions (25%)
Allows students to acquire skills they may not get at home (16%)
Other: builds student's self worth/confidence/esteem, student realize all adults care
about them personally and not just academically, gives us a base on which to have
character-based conversations, reduces bullying, rnakes students identifo positive and
negative behavior but doesn't necessarily change their mind set

L)2

When it comes to the parents' and students' comments on eflectiveness, we have some

work to do. On the survey, parents were asked whether their child discussed a topic or an
activity(s) that has happened in the CONNECTIONS class this year. The results were pretty

even. Forry-eight percent said yes they have had conversations with ther child and 52% said
that they had not had conversations about the CONNECTIONS curriculum with their child.

The interviews exposed an even rnore mediocre response. Sue, Bill, Carol and Don's words
reveal the fact that while topics of CONNECTIONS may be discussed at home, discussions are
not being attributed ortagged to the CONNECTIONS curriculum per se. Bill added, "Our son

hasn't really brought up any topics or activities that he has participated in. We just hear stories
about what people said or did in school. I think most of them happen in the hallways or during
class but not specifically with the CONNECTIONS class." While Don says, "'Vy'e hear about

certain topics but I am not sure if it was done in CONNECTIONS or i{'it was done in one

of

his other classes. One that comes to mind that he talked quite a bit about was cyber bullying, I

know we've discussed various topics but I am not sure where he gets the information."
Some of the parents recalled talking about topics like bullying, drinking and drug
abuse, or respect because of ceftain events that happened in school but most parents weren't
sure

if they could attribute the conversation to the CONNECTIONS

class or

if it came up in a

difTerent class. The students interviewed did not recall having any conversations with their
parents about a specific topic or activity connected to the character education program at

Century One student, Angie states, "l haven't discussed anything with my parents from
CONNECTIONS. I may discuss it with my liiends at lunch but it isn't that often." Sandy
continues, "The other day rny dad said the word integrity and I jumped up and told him that

I

knew what that meant. I was impressed that I knew a big word like that and so was my dacl. I

()3

may talk about the CONNECTIONS activities at lunch with my friends but mostly to see

if

they thought it was boring or not."

Currently the CONNECTIONS curriculum does not have a student/parent component.
This is a feature that could be added to help increase the success of the program and also

inform parents about topics that are being addressed at school with the hope that conversations
would be sparked at home.

Moral and ethical decline
As the old saying goes, nothing is more consistent than change. Times have definitely
changed ltom when our grandparents and even our parents were growing up. The face

of

rnedicine, technology, families, media, religion, school, and clothing has deflnitely changed.
The last theme that emerged from the data was whether there is a moral decline/ deterioration

with our nation's youth and how character education may affect that decline. Sixty one percent
of the staff and l5o/o of the parents agreed with the fact there is a moral and ethical decline or
deterioration with our nation's youth. The interviews .evealed a little bit more about why they
t-eel

this and how this has happened. Some of the participants fbel that the media plays a major

role for changing teenager's behavior, dress, and decisions. According to Catey:
Compared to rny childhood, things look very dil'f-erent. I think student behavior and
trends are concerning. I guess you could say there is a moral decline. I think there is
an increase in acceptance to what behavior is allowed. Students are becoming immune
to violent acts and sexual behavior. I think it is important that students learn how to be
assertive, stand up for their beliefs, and challenge the system but the ways they are
learning to challenge the system seem to be unhelpful or disrespectful. This concerns
mc.
f-'atey clearly expressed her opinions on how things have changed within our society
and goes on to say:

I think a big part of'this social change can be attributed to media. The videos, movies,
television shows have such a huge influence on teens. There are so many sexual acts
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on these shows that I think they become immune to it. Kids don't even think twice
about what they see. They don't think it is that big of a deal. The imrnunity level is
dangerous.

Carol shares her thoughts of how computers have affected her son's life:
Yes, I believe there is a moral decline. I think a huge part is because of television,
media, computer, MTV....l mean, wow...look at what kids can watch now days. We
could watch everything on television when we were little because everything was okay
to watch. Look at all the things they are able to do on the computer that we don't know
how to do. Theycanget accessto so much infbrmation and sorrreof it is not good.
Diversity has changed our world. ..technology has changed our world...there may be
good that c<lmes from these changes...but they also create somc problems too.

Molly addresses her concerns with television programming and its alfect on children:
I think there is a moral decline. I think media has had a huge irnpact on this generation.
It has almost desensitized them to see things as 'no big deal' or 'no rules.' I grew up
with television shows that werc okay fbr everyone to watch. We didn't have ceftain
rated shows on television. I grew up with the phrase in rny house and it has carried to
my own house now and that is 'you mean what you say and you say what you mean.' I
think fhmilies miss out on the quality time with their kids-like eating together and
game nights.

Most of the participants that were interviewed agreed with the survey results that there
is a moral decline that is evident among today's youth but differed a little on why we are seeing
such a decline.

Bill, Sue, and Robin see a gcneral decline in the language children use, the

behavior the exhibit, and the clothes they are allowed to wear. Bill explains:
Yes, I think therc is a moral dccline. I think you hear it in the crudeness of their
conversations, the swearing, and kids are allowed to act a ceftain way botli in school
and home that is way diffbrent than the past. When I went to school you weren't
allowed to eat or drink in class, wear hats, use the language they do. I don't think they
are be ing called on these things. It seems like the atmosphere at school is more kiddrivcn than teacher controlled. I arl not saying the schools don't try but I think thc
school tries so hard to make it cnterlaining and fun and active fbr all types of kids that
the kids kind of fbrget what they are there.
From a special education perspective, Robin adds:
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Yes I do think there is a moral decline. Take a look at the clothes that kids wear now
days and how they show more skin than ever. I never dressed like that when I was a
seventh grader. Kids now days emulate role models they see on television which I
think are the wrong types of role models. I think kids are growing up faster and do
more at an earlier age. Kids are forming their character whether we, at school, help
shape that or not, so why not help shape that in the right direction.

One staff member didn't necessarily view the change within society as a moral decline

but rather a loosening up of responsibility. Kim explains:

I don't think there is a decline. I think more things are acceptable or we have a freeing
up of values but I don't think there is a moral decline. Some examples of that might be
what students wear to school and what is allowed or what students are allowed to watch
on television. The other day on Oprah I saw a show that fits in with this idea of the
entitlernent generation and how parents today want to give their kids more than what
they had when they were growing up and with that they don't set boundaries or
guidclines. They end up giving them everything they want. The parents try to be their
friends instead of theirparents. I think instead of amoral decline, I think there is an
entitlement problem with our youth. Parents are not taking the responsibility of
parenting as they should.
Bob fbels that moral decline may be subjective. He also tbels that change bring about

positive and negative outcolles, He says:

Well you could certainly dehate whether there is a moral decline or not. I don't know
fbr sure but what I do know is that things have changed since I was growing up.
Whether that change is good or bad...l think it is both. We almost have to take the
good with the bad when it cornes to change. We want our society to advance but we
don't want the bad that comes with those changes. I don't think that is possible. I
know that parents play a huge role on how kids act now days and I think that sometimes
parents are so busy that they don't havc timc to parent as well as parents did 20-30
years ago.
Change definitely brings about good and

bad. If in fact

a person believes that there is a

moral dccline among the teen population, can the teaching of character education help reverse
that nroralcleclinc? Mostof theparticipants f-elt that it could makc adent but weren't really
sure

it-it woulcl be enough to make any sorl of noticcable change on a societal Ievel. Don

q6

and

Carol state,

"l think

character education can help a little bit but not to the extent that we need it

to in order to change some of the behaviors we see in today's teens."

Catey suggests,

"l think that character education can make a dent but it probably is a

small dent. I think changes need to be made at a societal level in order for us to see the

results." When implementing a character education program within a school systenr, this
rnight be something to consider. Should we teach character education and will it make a

difference? Some may ask what our altemative is ifwe DON'T teach character education.
Ron wrestles with that very question. Ron asks, "Can character education help reverse moral

decline? Well. ..1 think character education is definitely teaching that is going in the right

direction. Even if there isn't a moral decline, the teaching is going in the right direction, so
how can it hufi?"

It rnay help a fbw students and if that be the case than our society benefits from a few
more productive citizens. Are we spinning our wheels to create change that we may never see
a

direct result frorn? Are we climbing such a steep mountain that it is tough to see the top to

consider even getting to the other side'/ Are kids internalizing the information? Bob explains:

I think character eclucation can help. I think anything you can ofl'er a kid will
be a help to them. It will be up to the kid whether they will enrbrace that and
use it. I would like to say that I think we witness that here at school to some
small degree. I think the rnore we offbr on character education the better.
There is no rnagical number of years but I think it rnainly has to do with the
quality of thc stuffthat is clelivered and the attitude of the teachers presenting
tlre material to make it work or not-

Kirn feels the same way as Bob. She says, "Well we can put character education out
there hut

if they don't embrace it---it's not going to matter. If sorne people are rcady to hear it-

--then great---but if

not-we

rnight be blowing srnoke."
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It certainly makes one wrestle with how

rnuch value we can place on character

education when it is so difficult to measure its results. The participants seemed to wrestle with
these issues. Some came
needs

full circle on the interview

to happen at the family level in order to us to

"l think it is sornewhat unrealistic to think

and reintroduced the fact that a change

see a societal

change. Parents suggest,

that character education in itself would reverse

moral decline. I think so much more needs to happen, especially at the family level, to make a
noticeable change with morality among teens. It can't hurt but I don't know how rnuch it

really helps." As a teacher concurs, Robin explains,

"l think that character education may

make a diff-erence in the right direction. I don't think that it can totally reverse the situation but

I think it can help in a small way. Largely, families need to take on the responsibility to help
make this shift but schools can have a small parl in reversing moral decline."

Sometimes thinking about character education and its impact on the student population
makes the situation look bleak at best. Some parlicipants feel that it would take a shocking

revelation to occur in order lbr change to take place. Molly explains:

I think there is adecline. Can charactereducation help reversethat...lwould like to
say yes...but I think it has to be a dramatic change for kids AND adults to see this. For
insternce with cornpassion. . . it doesn't seern like we as a society do things for other
people intrinsically until we see the death, horror, destruction, or negative ctfects it has
on those around us. In order to reverse the moral decline I think it would have to take
sornething shocking ftrr that to happen. It seems like we are on a slow slippery slope
that I am not sure we can climb back up for those that wanted to.
The comments from the interviews encompass several different opinions but also reveal
patterns or consistencies about character education at Century Middle School. The interviews

solidly support that character education is a multi-faceted topic that can reach deep and wide in
its irnpact but that results may not be imrnediate. The opinions also expose that while the
current CONNECT program at CMS is good, we have areas to improve. The interview data

9B

from the staff, students, and parents provide a rounded view of character education within the
CMS corrrmunrty that will enable the CONNECT committee to create valuable, worthwhile
social change.
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Discussion and Conclusion

Current data of character education reveals layers upon layers of intertwining
components with no definite, clear-cut solutions. In fact, the data may leave one with more
questions than answers. My research of existing literature, along with the case study of the
suburban school, has forced me to wrestle with my own thoughts and opinions in regards to
character education and has finally led me to several conclusions.

I am still on the

fence on whether we are born with certain character traits as defined

within this study or if character can be a learned behavior. Actually I think character

is

something we may be born with but have a propensity to show certain character traits
depending on our environment and those events or people that most influence our lives, both in
a

positive and negative

way.

There are several examples of people who have been raised in an

environrnent without positive influences only to reach down to find the inner strength to
become change agents who eventually have a positive impact on their community. We also see
exarnples of people who have been raised in loving, nurturing environments who seem to have
great possibilities of future success only to blow

it all away with

a poor attitude, destructive

clecisions, and harmful consequences to themselves and others, I think the nature vs. nurture
issue, when it comes to personality,

will always

be a fiery debate that has supporting evidence

on both sides of the camp.

From the research, I have confirmed that these five things I know.
1

. What we do know is that character

education is a complex issue.

2. We also know that there is little doubt that character education, whether at
home, school, or church is a necessity for our youth. We need character
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education, whether it is in or out of the school system to help students be

productive members of society.

3. We also know that not everyone

is born with or taught at home all the

necessary and worthwhile traits that society has deemed valuable. For this
reason,

it is not only necessary but crucial that character education be taught in

a

school setting.

4. I think most of us would agree that parents

are responsible for

bringing

a

child into this world and therefore are responsible for nurturing that child into

maturity. Ideally most of us feel that nurturing

a child means teaching them

character education. That is an ideal world but unfortunately we know that we

do not live in an ideal world. Due to various reasons, some parents can not or
are not teaching their children character education. The next most logical
resource would be the school system. School is a critical part of a child's life.
Students are at school for a majority of time during their formative years.

Knowing this, there is a logical thought process to implementing character
education into the school setting. Public schooling has long been set up and
used to get children ready fbr the future by providing a well-rounded education.

5.

One aspect of character education that opens a door to further research is that

of diversity. As defined within U.S. domestic culture, we may see character
education and certain traits as necessary and essential. Those beliefs may

collide with other cultures' belief's. As our U.S- culture becomes more diverse,
an awareness of cultural diflbrences,

within character education, needs to be

l0t

observed. Blending individual differences within one core curriculum may
seem

like an impossible task, but one that certainly needs to be considered.

I believe a well-rounded education means that it prepares students for college and/or the

workplace" Students need to know the basic skills of rnath, reading, and writing that can be
taught in the classroom but they also need to be equipped with the knowledge of how to work

with other people, make decisions, handle pressure, and organize their priorities. I agree with
my principal's belief that it is almost impossible to separate the academic world from the social

world. The two go hand-in-hand,

as

it should in order to prepare students to be educated,

productive members of societY.

I think it is impofiant to note that conducting character education in the school system
is not trying to replace or override the parent's beliefs or religious practices but to partner with
them to reinforce the very basic, coffrmon charactcr traits that students need in order to conduct
themselves in school, with peers, and with adults. These traits
aspects and phases of their

will also guide them through all

life. A second grader learning how and why to respect others can

use that information as a seventh grader, as a senior in high school, and as an employee when

they are thirty years

old. The traits students learn

can be used in

all aspects of their life. For

character education to work though, it is essential that the character education done within the
school system is truly a partnership with parents and the community and adheres to the

community's values. The character traits taught at home and those taught at school should

build upon one another.
Another aspect of character education that is important to understand is that it is not the
instant cure that will make all the problems with adolescence or with moral decline magically
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disappear. Character education has not and should not be considered the band-aid, the
panacea, or the end-all-be-all to our troubled

youth. It is a piece to a much larger puzzle. Any

parent, principal, educator, pastor, or politician would be a fool to think that incorporating
character education into their lives, curriculum, or platform will make problems simply

disappear. I think those people who cast blame on schools for making a concefted effort to
teach character education or mock the very system that is supplementing what parents lack to

doing themselves are putting too much stock in the strength of the program and what it is
designed to do. It is not designed to eliminate all the negative youth issues but to help children
become better decision makers, friends, siblings, co-workers, and/or students.

I often wonder when I teach character education if I am spinning my wheels when it
comes to affbcting student's behavior and wonder

enough to make an impact so they

if I am getting the message through to them

will make appropriate

decisions on their own when the

situation presents itself either now or years down the road. I truly believe, after my research,
that character education can help a lot of students a little bit and help a little bit of students

lot. My husband reminded

a

me of the analogy that as educators we are not trying to heat up the

entire ocean all at once, but heating up the ocean one cup at a time. Environmental or societal
change of that magnitude starts at a micro-level....one student at a time. In talking with other

staff members, I realize they too, have the same doubts, concerns, and questions. It is healthy

to know that there are other educators fbeling the same hesitancy and curiosity about the
effectiveness of character education that I feel. It is hard to remember but as educators I think
we also need to be okay with the fact that we may work hard and never see the end results in
many of the students we educate. We put faith in the system that our diligence towards a
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higher education, both academically and socially, will provide huge gains to society at large
down the road.
Some of the debate with character education is what program or values should be

taught. It is important to gather data from the community of what values everyone sees as
important and worthwhile and also align with what society views as important. After finding
this set of core values, it is necessary that schools then find a successful way to teach it to the

students. Whatever the method, it must include discussion of value choices so that students
understand the importance of the values they chose to have in their

lives. Schools need to

set

up an environment that breeds the very values they have discussed and view as worthwhile.

The values should be prevalent in the way the school, stafl students, and parents conduct
themselves while in that environment. The school system will be seen as a support system as

well as providing students an opportunity to put their words into action. The environment
reflects the values that are important to the learners within that community and students and

staff feel this from the moment they step in the door. The climate is so much apafiof how the

building is run that it would be easy fbr a visitor to distinguish what the building values or

sees

as important.

The character education curriculum should be a comprehensive, hands-on, activity
hased lessons that do not lecture whether that be a curriculum that is designed in-house or one

that is purchased from the many resources/character education coaches that are already out

there. It should offer multiple opportunities for students to learn about, discuss, and enact
positive social behaviors. Training should be provided to the staff so they know how to
integrate character education into the lifb and culture of the building. The school itself must be
a caring community where students and teachers fbel that they matter and are able to fbrm
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attachments to each other. When this happens, the members in the school environment become

invested enough in the core values and will encourage similar engagement of their peers and/or
other students. The program should not be based on rewards or extrinsic motivation. Students

will learn the desire to be intrinsically motivated

and feel the satisfaction of helprng others,

making good decisions, and being a valuable member of the school environment. Character
education needs to internalized. This can be done if the curriculum allows for students to make
connections of how the topic being addressed fits in or assimilates to their own

life. A well-

executed character education curriculum will build cohesiveness within the school and create

a

bond of trust and compassion. If a school implements a character education program, it is

imperative they commit to rnaking the curriculum an integral part of the education process.
In order for character education to be truly effbctive, the triad of parent, community,
and stafTneed to be in partnership to ensure its success. The program should be designed frorn
a

network of ideas from all three areas in order to increase the 'buy-in' Ilom everyone

involved. Parents need to know what schools are uncovering

so they can provide the support

systern at home, schools need to know that parents are encouraging conversations at home

about the topics addressed, and the community will benefit knowing that children are being
taught skills on how to be a better person, friend, and citizen. While analyzing all the data,

I

came across an area withur CONNECTIONS that was never really discussed. We never really

incorporated a system to inform parents, other than orientation night, what topics and lessons
we are working on. By not involving the parents, we've missed a valuable group ofpeople that
could support our effor1s. At the end of thc school year when the committee processes our

effbrts, our strengths, and our weaknesses, I look fbrward to tapping into this parent connection

with possibly a newsletter, monthly conversation stafter, and/or CONNECTIONS table talk
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assignments. We definitely need to work on the effectiveness of the program and bridging the
gap between parents, students, and staffcan help strengthen the validity of the curriculum.

As an educator, I believe that it is my responsibility to set a good moral example for my
students. When I think back on my own educational career, the'most influential teachers in my

life are the ones who set the best moral example in and out of the classroom. I think it is
irnportant that educators make an effort to include character education into the cor0 curriculum.
We simply cannot view aZ}-minute shot of personal life information each week as quality
character education. As educators we should take advantage of the teachable moments within
our day to build upon the values we want to address. This requires a willing, conscious eflbrt

to make this happen. We should be an example or model of quality character that students can
both observe and emulate.
Often times, mountains of research can create additional questions in the mind of the
researcher even after much of the data has been analyzed and evaluated. Additional questions
have certainly surfaced for me and supplemental research could be done in the following areas

to further enhance the understanding of character education. The questions that have surfbced
upon completion of this project are as follows:
I

a

lt

I

Is it realistic to expect ALL staff members to live the character traits of a school system
AND 'buy into' a character education prog'ram? lf not, h<lw can a school systern tcach
a character education curriculum knowing that certain people do not believe in the
program or model the desircd values in or outside the school setting?
Before implementing a charactcr cducation prograrrr, is it necessary to conduct an entire
community-wide survey in order to tailor a program that would truly meet the needs of
everyone involved in that cornmunity. What is there isn't an agreement on the set of
values to be addressed and the school basically sits at an impass?
If character education is implemented with more tirne in order to afTectively address the
topics and give it the tirne it deserves to make an impact, what part of the curriculum
would be eliminated?
It is dif1rcult to quantitatively rrreasure the effectiveness of any character education
program. Knowing this, how can a school benchmark where they are at and how they
arc doing? What lilrnrat would they use to measure their success?
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a

a

Does the character education curriculum need to be altered year after year if it is to
truly be tailored for the kids that you have each year?
Does character education really impact student behavior? If so, how can this be
measured?

a

I

t

I

a

a

Is it logical to say that there will be a certain number of students that will just fall
through the crack when it comes to character education and as educators are we okay
with that? What percentage would that be? How high of a percentage is too high?
With the media having such a major impact on student's choices and behaviors, how
can schools combat that large of a fbrce with character education? Are we spinning our
wheels when it comes to teaching values and morals when media has such a strong hold
with the teen generation?
Money is always need to enhance, design, revamp, or create tailored programs- With so
many budget cuts in the district and nationwide with school systems, how can a school
maintain their character education programming and keep this effort at the ftirelront of
'
their curriculum?
If character education should in fact be taught throughout the school day and not just in
a homeroorn class one day a week, how can administration ensure their teachers are
teaching those core values without making it appear that they are a 'big brother' of
accountahility.
If it is a building goal to incorporate character education in everything we do, can we
realistically force teachers to teach character education? If we do lbrce this effort, and
the teacher does a poor job with instruction, are we any farther ahcad than we were
without character education? Will students come to dislike the 'COhINECTIONS' time
and sce the activities and discussions as drudgery or busy-work?
Ilow will values of character education be defined and represented within difTerent
cultural groups?

Let me conclude by saying that thc path fbr character education for our nation's youth
is a rocky, windy highway with many twists and turns. The destination or thc end of the

journey reveals the l?uits of our labor when it comes to character education. Each school
district or state rnay get to the destination by taking different routes, detours, or highways but
ultimately and hopefully we will end up at the same location---a nation with a plethora

of

respectable, honest, and hardworking citizens. Character education is the pathway to both
excellence and ethics. The journcy {nay seem long and unending but the benefits of rcaching

our destination can come back three-fold. The possible outcomes of character education are
greater than the challenges we face along the journey.
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Character education enhances the lives of students, while positively impacting the
environment. The need for this movement is essential. We have options along this path to
either turn around and head back to where we came, sit down and not continue at all, or forge
ahead to reach our

destination. [t is time to

stop passing the buck of responsibility, stop

pointing fingers as to who should clean up the mess, and take a societal, vested interest in
today's youth. It is truly the case as the old proverb states that it takes a village to raise a child.
We need to buckle up for the ride because the character education movement is not merely a
passing fad but a valid educational initiative that will have a powerful impact on those

involved. If as a society we chose to do nothing, hope the situation will clear itself up
somehow, I beg the question...what statistics will we be reading a decade from now? To plant
the seed of character education in someone...or do nothing...what is our alternative?

We continually hear that the children are our future. As a society, the challenging task is to
empower and equip them with the necessary skills to do the job

well. I am up for the

challenge.

"l am only one, but still I am one. I cannot do everything,

-

but I can do something."

Edward Everett Hale
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Personal Reflection
The journey of this entire action research project has certainly been interesting.

The process has surfaced many different emotions for me such as ftustration, elation,

curiosity, gratitude, and a sense of accomplishment. When I look at the finished product,
my pride overshadows the pain-staking process it took to get here.
When I decided to do this topic, I went into the project with several assumptions
about how it was going to turn out, what people were going to say, and the data that

would emerge. I quickly realized that research evolves, it can take many different turns,
and can not and should not be forced or shaped the way you think

it should be. I

also

thought the topic of character education, or the results, were actually going to be quite cut
and

dry. Who would argue with teaching students positive, worthwhile traits?

Research

revealed not everyone feels as passionate about character education as I do and actually
some of the research also made me wrestle with some of my own beliefs about character
education.

I also learned a lot about myself as a teacher, student, and human being.
As a teacher, I learned ways to improve my facilitating skills when I teach character
education. I also realized with the fbedback {iom the surveys and interviews, the
program will continue to improve. I need to continually remind myself that we are only

in year one of the new curriculum and we need to give the program time to flourish. I am
excited to think of the possibilities this curriculum has for the upcoming years. I realize
that my daily efforts can make small positive changes and sometimes I may not see the

fruits of my labor when I would like to seethem. I also realized that even though not
everyonc at Century Middle School is as passionate about character education as I arn, I
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need to stand proud for what I have created, what I am doing to help students be socially

successful, and say with conviction that CONNECTIONS is a worthwhile investment for

today's youth. Most of all, I need to remember this during the difficult times when it
would be easier to do something else, when a student complains about doing

a

CONNECTIONS activity rather than homework time, or when I wonder if students are
really making the connection to the material.
As a student nearing the end of a master's progtam, I have certainly grown wiser.
Because of my desire to accomplish this task, I have tested my patience and persistence

many times. I've leamed the true meaning of sacrifice. This project has required me to,

on so many occasions, dig deep in order to see completion and persist when I wanted to
put it aside. Interestingly, I went into this thesis project Iooking for a clear cut answer to
character education and quickly finding out that there isn't any. It took awhile for me to

wrap my arms around the fact that at the end of the research there wouldn't be a bright

light, along with heavenly music, illuminating the perfect answer to what I was looking

for. Instead, this project actually Ielt me with more questions than answers. What I have
realized though, is the questions will drive further research and enhance thc

CONINECI'IONS curriculum, which is the ultimate goal of action research anyway.

As

a human being

I

have realized aspects about myself that I didn't know before

this process. I know that I developed something in me to achieve this colossal task, I
know that I can go several months on very little sleep to get the job done, I have learned

just how long I can burn the candle at both ends before I get completely exhausted, and

I

have realized even more that I have a wonderful, patient family that have supported me

through all stages of this journey; when I was crabby, pressured under a deadline, pleased
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with my progress, ftustrated when I had a writing block, and consumed with a one-track
mind to get the job done. I share with them my accomplishment of this project because
they have given up and put up with so much to see this to fruition.

My philosophy on character education hasn't changed because of my research. I

still feel extremely passionate about the

need to teach and equip students

with the skills to

be better people. What has changed for me is the fact that the topic is not
so black and
I

white now. I have become more aware that there are many facets involved with
character
education. The questions I am left will spawn new ideas and interesting discussions
fbr
the committee, which in turn, will make the program even better.
Going back to college at the age of 32 to get my teaching licensure was cefiainly

a

very untraditional route. At times I thought I was crazy and wondered if I would
ever
have my own classroom. Six years later has brought my own classroorn,
invaluable

experience, relationships with wonderful students, and fulfillment in my heart
to finally
be doing what

I wanted to do ftrr so long. I feel blessed to be given the opportunity to

work with kids. I love my job, I love teaching the whole child, and whether it
be big or
snrall, academically or socially, I love seeing the light bulb go on when a student
comprehends something they never knew befbre. For students, growing
up in the twenty-

first century is difficult. Challenges are around them everyday. The youth of
this
generation and future generations need and deserve our guidance to give
them a chance to
become the people we know they can be.

What Do We 0w e a Child?
What do we otve a child?
Sustenance and shelter...roof and raiment.
What else?
A chance! The best chance we can give to begin and to begin and to become.
A chance to get past rock and reef into the channel ancl
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direction and control to survive the current'
What children need is a set of carefully crafted,
somewhat magical touchstones
which, in youtlL transform into moorings,
giving first the securitY of Place
and then giving growing vessels
a chance to be built strong in still water'
Later the touchstones transform againinto paddle, rudder, and stern,
allowing fresh, new pilots to negotiate and navigate
the incredible currents of adult life'
The magic touchstones that children need,
and that Parents owe,
are values values that hold us, secure us, guide us'

"But," come the echoes of folly and abdication'
"'W'e shouldn't impose our values on children.. -and anylvay,

people can learn by experience, by trial and error,
each person must discover his own values'"

As foolish this, as to say, "calculus must be discovered
independentlY bY each."
True that experience is the teacher,
but it can be the experience of parents, and of the ages.

Forcing a child to recliscover the wheel of values
is withholding a lit-eline
to a craft stripped of rudder and stern,
drastically increasing the chance of drowning'
(Eyre, 1993, p. 16)
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